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Great a Farce Their

Nat-

Against Independent

ional Assembly Must
Really
YOUNG

Become.

SHEPARD

IN

DOING

St. Petersburg,

IN

JOLO

March 12. In
all the first stage peasant elec
tions factions In the villages refused
to participate. Reports from Some- leak, Mlshkln, Volkine and elsewhere
indicate that the peasants generally
chose conservatives to the district
convention, which will seVect dele-gat', s to the provincial conventions at
nulch representatives to the national
assembly will be chosen. Neverthe
less, at the first district convention .in
.Moscow yesterday the peasant representatives, while they did not succeed
In choosing their delegates, strongly
favored the selection of peasants as
against the land owner class. Feeling
in the subject Is evidently being
aroused by the radical wing belong
lng to the social democratic party,
which has adopted a resolution do
clarlng the national assembly a mock'
prae-ticall-

ry.

Father Gapon is Arrested.
Father Gapon was arrested today on
the eve of the inquiry demanded, by
him into the scandal involved in the
charge that his labor organization was

subsidized by the government. Minister of Commerce Timrazeff In an inGapon
tervlew exonerates Father
from all blame and acquits him of the
charge of receiving money from the
government, rsevertheiess, nis enem
Its intimate that Gapon arranged for
his arrest because he feared the revel
iitions and desired to throw dust in
the eyes of his followers by giving
himself the appearance of being ptrse
jfuted by the government.
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Alfonso's Marriage Officially
Announced to Princess Ena
of Battenberg.
NOTHING

AND FANATICISM
SAM'S LATEST EN
EMIES IS SOMETHING FIERCE-FA- CTS
ABOUT THEM.
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Population, 50,000.
Ruled by a sultan.
Inhabitants ar Moros.
Are Mohammedans.
Com
Sittings of Inter-Stat- e
Slavery exists.
Polygamy Is an Institution.
merce Commission Held
The sultan Is the head of the
'
if cliurch.
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Half of the people trade In or 1
at Kansas City.
gather products of the sea.
4
1 Only one fifth of the arable t
'4
land is cultivated.
MAYBE SOMETHING MAY BE DONE
Trade is in the hands of 'the
Chinese.
4
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The
March
Kansas City,
S
are planted.
Interstate Commerce Commission be
Copra and hemp exported.
4
Investigation
today
here
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When the session
ana
day, the following common carriers Joio are singuiany oiooatnirstj
were represented by attorneys: The Intractible, as the United States
Topeka & Santa Fe Rail- - lar authorities learned long ago. to
way company, the Missouri Fnciric
Tn,e nt "ain the
80rroRailway company, the Missouri. Kan- Moros
apparently subdued
have
company,
been
the
Railway
&
Texas
sas
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad and pacified, onlv to break out with
company, the Chicago, Rock Island & accumulated fury, finding a climax for
Pacific Hallway company, uie union slaughter,
Tjle viclousness of the Moros seems
Pacific Railroad company, the Kan- sas City Southern Railway ompany, to De mainly a manifestation of their
Railway
Southeastern
Ixnris
St.
the
fanatical religion. They are
and several other minor mertang B.n(1 an institution is the re-llnes.
lielons rite of tiimmontado. Thla is
'I he charges, upon wnicn me in- fnrmB, RtvIfi nf r,innln Bm..k Tn
;
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hicago Knocked Oat by Lower House Indignant
Supreme Street Car
at Treatment by

Penance His annual bath.
Foods Mango and chicken.
Smoke A Manila cigarette.
Occupation Gambling.
,
Holiday Drews A pair of
red silk trousers.
Building material Nlpa.
Badge cf Religion The white turban.
Disease Aslat.v cholera.
Salutation-"Baral!"
(friend.)
Pastime Cattle stealing.
Weapon The barong.
Ambition Putting notches on the weapon.
Supcrstltlqn That hu nan blood tempers the blade.
Idler.
Object of Aversion AUnlted States
Fiat Taking off a Christian's head with one blow.
Death Getting filled with lead fromva 44 caliber Colt's.
Dissipation Running amuck.
Role That of a Juramentado.
Destination The Mohammedan seventh heaven.

mi

Decision.

tight-fitting-

umt) t r

heaven, which is the reward of him
who slays a Christian.
A Juranuntado practically acts with'
the license of the church. He gets authority from a datto fc sacrifice himself, and is then ministered to by a
priest. His eyebrows are shaved
down to a narrow line about the width
of two hairs. His toe nails and finger
nails are filed and whitened, and
white turban is placed on his head.
s
Then 'he arms himself with two
short, heavy, sharp swords
and a spear or a Winchester rifle.
crowd, sudThen he sneaks up to
denly fires into It, and rushes It with
his barpngs.
He d!es not cease his slaughter until he is himself cut down or shot
down. He Is after Christians, but as
they are scarce, by a special dispensa
tion all employes of Christians, or
persons connected with tootii In any
way, are counted as Christians.
In
thisway he may bag Moros, Chinese,
Tagalcgs and Americans.
The barong, in the hands of a fren
bar-ong-
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PATRICK

AGAIN

REPRIEVED

aper Trust Witnesses

Must Cannon and Watson Call on
Answer Questions Asked
President and Talk

of Them.

r irn

zied Moro, can cut a man nearly In
two, and the victim is generally given
about a dozen wounds for good meas
ure, each of which alone would be
fatal.
It has been noticed by the Amerl
can troops that the human Krag-Jor- gensen bullet decs not stop an attack
ing Moro. and that it takes several
heavy, fat bullets to make any Impression on him. A pistol Is not
equal to a barong at close range.
The fanatical bravery of the Moros
when they are playing Juramentado
or are running amuck, has been found
to exist Just as strongly in the van
pus pitched conflicts between them and
the troops.
When the Americans entered the
Philippines they found the Moros
fighting feuds among themselves, and
tried to pacify them and to use moral
At no time has
suasion generally.
this policy produced the results that
a good drubbing has given, and the
good drubbing has never given perma
nent results.

'5.1.

CALEB POWERS'

APPEAL DhNIED

Washington, D. C. March 12. The
Chicago street rallroad'case, involving
the question of the date of termina
tion of the franchises of the lines
running fn.m the center of Chicago
to the nonh and west sides, were to
day decided by the supreme court of
the united States. The opinion was
delivered ty Justice Day, and reversed the decision of the United
States circuit court for the northern
district of Illinois. He held that the
act of the Illinois legislature In 1865
had the effect of extending the charter
of the railroad compunles for ninety
nine years.
PATRICK

GETS LONGER
LEASE ON HIS LIFE.
Albany, N. Y March 12. Governor
Higgins today issued a further re
prieve until May 18th, In the case of
Albert T. Patrick, whose sentence to
death for the alleged murder of Wm,
Marsh Rice, the governor has already
delayed from January 22d to March
jstn. iue respite is at the loint re
quest of District Attorney Jerome
and the attorneys for Patrick. In order
to allow time for continuance of the
proceedings on motion for a new trial
now pending in New York City.
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CAUCUS

FEAR

INSURGENTS

Very Freely.
WILL COME

CONFERENCE

NEXT

Special to Evening Citizen.
Washington, March 12. The onlr
thing that can be done is for the house
to stand pat and refuse to concur in
the senate amendment and get it into
conference, then the only question Is
whether the senate will recede from
Its amendments. This is all that can,
,
be done at present.
The bill came over to the house today.
It lies on the speaker's desk
until the 19in. to await the return of
absent members. It may go out to
the committee on territories because
of amendments, without a vote. A
caucus will be held Wednesday to try
to agree not to concur. Thlnx the
house will refuse to concur; then it.
will go to conference and may die
r
there or may pass with the first
amendment, giving the entire decision to Arizona.
The supreme court has dismissed
the suit of the Grant county commissioners against the Santa Fe railway.
In which F. W. Clancy of Albuquer
que represented the commissioners.
The ground of dismissal was the insufficiency of the amount involved.
Delegate Andrews has introduced
bills Increasing the pension of H. H.
Metzgar of Albuquerque to 24 and
George B. Read to $50.
Former Governor M. A. Otero In an
interview In the Washington
Post
says that the Foraker amendment is
common sense procedure and givea
fair' play to everybody. When pre
sented each territory will vote against '
Joluture. New Mexico will soon be
bo rich and populous that she cannot
bo denied separate statehood.
' ASSOCIATED PRESS.
Washington,. D. C, March 12. The
statehood bill was receive by the
bouse from the senute today and lata
on the speaker's desk, without com
ment.
.

That the rates charged by railroad
commo ncarriers on petroleum anu
its products from producing sections MATTERS OCCURRING
SPECULATION RIFE
DEATH AIMS DARTS
in the state of Kansas und Indian
Territory to destination in Missouri
ON CABINET CHANGE PAPER TRU8T PEOPLE
IN LABOR WORLD
AT EMINENT PEOPLE
Illinois, Arkansas
Iowa, Nebraska,
TO ANSWER QUESTIONS.
Indian Terrl
Colorado. Oklahoma,
tory. and other interstate destina- Washington. D. C, March 12. In
toins are unreasonabl. unjust and un
opinion of Justice McKenna of the
Idaho Supreme Court Strikes Miss Susan B. Anthony Has Taft Offered Supreme Judge the
dulv prejudicial.
supreme court of the United States,
That producers anil shippers oi
today was decided the cases against
to1 Make Room
Out Chief Part of
petroleum in the state of Kansas
ship
Probably
Passed
to
the witnesses for the paper trust,
other than the Standard Oil company
holding that they should answer quesand the Prairie Oil and Gaa .company,
VANDERBILT'S GRANDSON
Answer
tions propounded to them In the pro
for Meyer..
the Beyond.
ceedings against the alleged trust
WAS TAKEN TO PRISON and those controlled by or afflllnted
brought by the government.
Paris. March 12. Mr. Elliott F, with said companies or either of them
The
Shepard, grandson of the late Wl H.
cases originated In Minnesota and
unduiT
BY THE MINING OFFICIOS WAS DYING THIS AFTERNOON BONAPARTE WILL TAKE THE Wisconsin.
Vanderliilt was taken to prison today
The
cases
Wisconsin
were dismissed for want of - lurlsdlc
to serve a term of three months for practically connneu in uie uimiwi- tion, whtlo. ,lu the Minnesota cases
having run down a girlwith his au Ing of such traffic in tne state or
loniobile, .causing her death. An ap- Kansaa.
the verdict of the court for the dis
That the said carriers also wrong Which Means That They Must Stand President of the Argentine Re- Moody Portfolio, Say the Wash trlct of Minnesota was affirmed.
""peal had been sent to the state de
against
partment in Washington, P. C,. to In fully and unjustly discrminate
Trial on the Charge
'
' ington
Coosips, but
public Died Quite StiJdchly
,
6UPREMACY OF STATE
tervene in bthalf of Mr. Shepard, but complaninaut's mmubers and other
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shiupers
oil
from
of
and
It
COURTS IS UPHELD.
had
the state department felt that
Murder.
of
Nit.
Moody
Says
Yesterday.
Inno right to interfere in a case cf this points In the state of Kansas and
Washington,.
V. C March 12. The
destina
kind, and let the law take its course dian Territory, to Interstate
Caleb Powers case was decided 1y
Oil
and
Prairie
tions,
of
said
in
favor
supreme
case
It is hoped that this
will teach
court of the United
Boise, March 12. The motion by
Washington, March 12. The prest the
Rochester, March 12. There has
company and the Standard Oil
wholesome lesson to American auto Gas
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the safety of the public.
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cepts the position of associate Justice
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Justice, when Attorney Geueral Moody man trap shooter of America and the
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Hand Powder company, miliars of the
initely fixed fcr June 2.
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of criminal libel.
OF HIS OR ANY CHANGE famous Hupont jiowder, and will re
OHIO LEGISLATURE
Chicago, March 12. Attorney Gen main until tomorrow, giving an exhib
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foreign control instead of Franco-Spanish- '
ready to leave the cabinet and when tion park, in competition with some of
"
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dir sixteen are allowed to be em
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BROOKS VISITED CHICAGO AND a national reputation.
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OF LAND IN TEXAS MAKES A 98
ord is 142 out or a possible 150, and
KENOSHA, WIS.
TERMS ARE SUITABLE TO BOTH the present force of male Inspectors. SOUTH AMERICAN
MILE TRIP OVERLAND.
she has often been known to make 25
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Every labor organization In the state
PRESIDENT DEAD
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Edward 15. Harsch. of the Harsch
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Insurgents Fight Caucus. '
of thii republican raombera
of.tno iiouse will be called for Wed
nesday evening" to discuss the sen- ate statehood bill. The statehood insurgents are rebllng at the proposition for a caucus on the grounds that
It Is an attempt to bind them. There
seeus to bo a general understanding
that the insurgents will not attend the
cai.tus.
Considered at White House.
Statehood legislation formed the
topic of discussion at the White
H:use today. It was developed from
the calls on tho president of Speaker
Cannon and Representative Watson of
Indiana, the republican whip of the
house, that the members of the house
are incensed at the action of the sen-et- o
not only on the statehood' bill but
on the other measures passed by the
hoiif-but which have lieon received
with disapproval by the senate.
A caurtis

Not Scared by Owl.
When Speaker Cannon was asked if
in his opinion there would be state
legislation by this congress, he said
vehemently: "Go ask Aldrich, Burrows and company. They seem to
So far as I am
want to run things.
concerned so far as niy vote
along the
will proceed
usual lines. The hill wil lie sent to
conference between the two branches.
Do they think the house was born la a
wood to be scared by &n owl?"
goes-legis-

lature

House Will Not Concur.
Watson was positive that the house
will not concur In the senate amendment to the statehood bill. "The
house will stand pat,' he declared. The
senate has kicked out our Philippine
bill, has tried to emasculate our rate
bill and has cut the life out of our
statehood bill. Do you think the housO
It will not
will stand such treatment?
and you may depend upon It." There
Is some talk of calling a caucus of
the republican members of tho house
on the statehood bill, but so far as
learned, nothing definite has been
In th
Senate.
Tillman today addressed the sen-m- e
in reply to the Roosevelt message,
concerning the Ttllman-GillespInsiiuctliig the Interstate Com-tie- Commission to make an examination of railroads discriminating In
the mati.r of hauling coal and oil.
At 2 n'cloifc this afternoon, tho senate took up the railroad bill, and Cul-b- "i
le

oii
r':

sen

t

poke.

TWO MORE CRUISERS
FOR AMERICAN NAVY
March 12. The
Washington, 1)
l..iiMi-toarmored cruiser T nnessee
built by Cramp & Sons, will be "racially tried on the Rockland, Me.,
course toward the end of this month,
while the sister ship, tho Washing-Ion- ,
built at Camden, N. J., will ba
tried ovir'lhe same course ou April
1

C

the nrst.

THREE DFPUTY MARSHALS
ARE KILLED BY OUTLAWS.
Vlnlta. I. T.. March 12. Six I'ntted
were ambushed in
States marshal
the Spavina Hills, mar the Kansas
lino, by
band of full blooded Indian
outlaws, last night. In tho fight that
followed three deputies. I. I,. Gilstrap,
Otis Tuitle and Richard Carry, wore
killed. Marshal Ihmaugh has ordered
all the deputies in tho northern district of Indian Territory to proceed to
the boone.
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for triwl In thranck
at
weeks lifts been ominous. When
will m Mtnod clan natttr.
raves and nsitatcg the atmosphere with its Kyriitiunfl, no one
need be affrighted. Nothing serious
Bunion
Is the mutter.
It Is when congress
discusses vital things In an even
voice that there Is feeling benenth
surface. When Senator Halt;
Official Paper of Bernalillo County the
hi sensational speech on Wedmade
and City of Albuquerque.
nesday le? was outwardly unperturbed
mid calm ns a morning In May. His
iinlM PrMt Aftraon Dlipilchw.
.oice wns not raised above converUrMt City tii County Clrcutatt.
sation pitch. He might have been
Tkt litiwt Nn Waxko Circular.
a private pension bll', for
lirrt S.nrtir Arizona Circulttlp. disciispln
;.
the exc.tcment he betrayed.
Kven so powerful a personage as
TIKMI OF SUBSCRIPTION:
In satvaneax.
tR.00 the president
Vm1T by mall en
of the United States
by
5"
per
mail,
month
ltlr
had cause for serious thinking when
Wkljr by maU. on yar
the senate discusses a tremendous
Daily by Carrier, 60c per month Issue as finetly as Senator Hale talked (ill Wednesday.
Tn Eywmo Cmmi will b rlaliTrd ht tbr
Jty at til low rat of to rent pvr week, or (or SO Campaign Contributions Investigated.
ent
month. whfi paid monthly.
There hi a commt'tee of the House
known as the
IdTertltlng Rites Made Known on Application of Hepresentative8
Commit too on the Election of PresiSabacrihvr will nfr a faror by notlfrlnc ua dent. Vice President
and Members
of th ppr.
Hnmed iatly en any
of Congress. It has a room down Irr
I1 latter
and remittance should h Bddrrfffteri to the
u dingy little
Draft,
Tm Citimn Fuklishino CoMraKT.
money ordrw room, rarely visited by any one exand expr
charke, poatofnc
clerk, for tho
anoat ba mad payable U thr order of the cept the chairman's
eeenpany.
meetings not
committee averages
more than once a session.
OU
TIllfHOKll'
committee,
Vet this unimportant
Colorado I",
Automatic 183
one of the Jokes of the house organization, Is likely to be a great deal
In the public eye during the next few
weeks. It hns determined upon an
of the use of money In political campaigns, and there is no
IS
subject of investigation more preg
nant with possibilities. The
will start out with an Inquiry
Into the contributions made for political purposes by the big Insurance
He
Not Aldrich Now 'companies.
Insurance officials will
be called ns witnesses, as will also
Chairman Armstrong and Inquisitor
Ruler
Regarded
Hughes of the New York legislature's
Investigating committee.
of Senate.
Nor will the committee be content
with an Inquiry into the contributions
by Insurance companies.
It proposes
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To take any chances of having1
your prescriptions tilled accurately.
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To fill your prescriptions

any
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made and do make a study of V
the "know how" In prescrip- X
6
tion work.
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Montezuma Trust Co.
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First St, and Gold Ave.
Both Phones X
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SENATOR HALE
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Make your wants
known througn
these column.
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FOR SALE $1,800.
Grocery and
Market. This Is an exceptionally
low prlco for this business. A fine
location. Doing a good business
every month in the year. A very
bright and attractive store. Rent,
$35.
Close in. N. Peach & Co.,
28 West Gold avenue.

SALESMEN WANTED
th
For Mvrralrr.il ly hinh trarir specialty ailMmrn-linil no Hilary oiler wciuld nrciinarlly iiitcrnl we have
knnw ot men wno are
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earning from $yono tJ fs.ooo
dcalera Inr a Wire and Wfll known manufacturer
welladvertiaed alaple. lonysucccvuiaieniaiiiio
i
nnwellin a ireneral line and who can hand.e a
profitable an Jattractive aid line, an excellent proposition will alto be made.
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Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.

d

THE LEADER

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

exchanges.
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very, but
pllmentary proMsitlon,
General Grosvenor recognized its
In replying to one of
the letters, he said:
Co
"There is no law In Ohio nor in
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
tiny of the states, so far as I know,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
that fixes the eligibility of a candidate
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However efficient and able a
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parts of the world.
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Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
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31S West Railroad Ave.
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yet been decided whether party camPRIVATE OFFICES.
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t
W. B. Cbilders, 117
teed. George II. Browne, 110 South
Office
with
from a serious conference of the re- - date fur congress in lwo districts;Albuquerque, N. M.
i ins was a toutSecond street, Albuquerque. N. M.
Cold avenue.
It is eer- - oilier i nan ins own.
nnlillrun setuin.
Foil"" SALE $700 wiiTDuyeq7itty in
residence on the best
street In the city: will rent for $45
month; owner leaving towd. F. L
McSpadden, 303 South Broadway.

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

4

300 8outh Broadway.
TO EXCHANGE I have property In

Luck-singe-

$100,000

i

St
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
WANTED.
I have some ranches
SV'AN'TKD
Pupils in Spanish. Prof. TOtoEXCHANGE
trade for city property. T. L.
Montoyn. 220 North High street.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
Typewriting nnd steno MCSPADDEN
WANTED
The exchange man.
graphic work. Mibb Biackau. J ne
Alvarano.
WANTED Car load of good, gentle,
r,
native ponies. See F. E.
at T. J. Shinlek's black-smit- h
shop. Copper P.venuc.
WANTED
Gentlemen's Becond-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
W ANTED
man, who
A middle-agethe work, to take
understands
charge of lawn nnd grounds at a
sanltorlum. Good wages and board
to right party. German preferred.
Call at The Citizen ofllce for particulars.
Ily Chicago wholesale
WANTED
house, assistant
nnd mall order
manager (man or woman) for this
county and adjoining territory. Salary, $20 and expenses, paid weekly;
Expense money
advanced. Work
No
pleasant; iiosltion permanent.
Investment or experience required.
Spart time valuable. Write at once
for full particulars and enclose
envelope. Superintendent, 132 Lake street, Chicago, 111.

MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them

(Inc.), Brain Brokers
HAPC003S
Louli
VI 7 ChemlcaJ building.

B. H. BRIGGS & CD.

fch

106.

COLUMNS

ALBUQUERQUE,
One cent per word,

12,

BANK INSTITUTIONS

The Citizen's Classified Colamns Promote Business
Here you'll find
what you've been

MARCH

I ITrifiTTflvT.

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Loan

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. BaldrldE. Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

SANTA FE

RY.

-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS

President

M. W. FLOURNOY

Vice President

FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director
U. S. DEPOSITORY.

J

j;t-r-

:

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

five-roo-

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

house-keepln-

&

$500,000.0
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

00XCOOO00XDX0XCOX

The State National Bank

S-

CO

ol Albuquerque, New Mexico

I

'Capital Paid In
Surplus and Profits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
l' '"'
N. MARRON, President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; J.
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
JAY A. HUBBS and D. II. CARNS.
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"OLD RBLIABLE"
Lm

W, HO
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ESTABLISHED 1871

B. RUTNEY

LESALE

GROCER

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUE. N.

RAIL! DAD AVENUE

040

D404KZ54OS)00
wTi

rax

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

J.

C.

I

O O 0404feCK34fr04rrs0

B.
NEXT

RUPPE

TO BANK OF

203 W. Ratfroad Aw.

KAIiDRIDGE

S

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

YOU WANT THE NEWS

0

o
O00-0-0-00-0-000-0-0-

tirst-clas-

GOLD COIN FLOUR
THE BEST, THE CHEAPEST
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

GOLD GOI83 FLOUR

flrt-ciass-

,

double-ba-

GOLD COIN FLOUR

r

shotgun; bran r.ew
never has been used: one of th
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
Ice for particulars.
K()ll SALE The oldest and bet
candy kitchen and ice
ice en am parlor In Albuquerque.
Call at 211 South Second hUeet,
and investigate.
FOR SU.E OR THAnij 2 rooming
bou vs. T. L. McSpadden, 3tl0 South
Broadway.
FOl SALE OR TRADE

Are vuu in

terested la mines? I have seme
Bn J to be good deals
Talk v.ith.
I,. T. L. McSpadden, 3o0 S. Broad
way.

HAS

NO RIVAL IN ITS LINE

MAKES MORE BREAD. ASK FOR

I

COMMERCE

O0000000000000

-

A

n

Always
PAINT
BUILDING
PAPER
Covers more, looks best, wears Btoclt- - PUater- - Llme- - Cental,
longest, most economical, full
measure.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors. ts.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

j

t'OK SALE
reled,

M.

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

j

'

s

Flour, Grain and Provisions

6--

.

B.

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.

k,

'

$100,000 00
17,000 00

GOLD COIN FLOURl

I

MONDAY, MARCH 12.

ALfiUQUEROCE

190.

SPORTING...

7i

PUBLIC AUCTION

Tommy Burns Is talking of fighting
lack Palmar, the English heavyweight.
the heavyweight championship cf
tho world.
Wouldn't that uppercut

fr

you

?

MtMIT ft

i

Look over the ground and decide what you want to bid on
before the sale. Auction to be held at 2 o'clock in the afternoon and 7 o'clock in the evening in vacant store-roo- m
on Second Street in First National Bank Building

A
A

LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS
LOTS

An effort to get Joe Barnett to take

Albuquerque's
1906 bae ball tam has failed. Mr.
Barnett Fays that he would like nothing better than to take the Job. but
he doesn't think that he could give It
the proper attention, as he would be
out of the city much of the coming
summer.

A

of

A
A

8,
8,
8,
8,

S, 10, 11, 12
9, 10, 11, 12
9, 10, 11, 12
9, 10, 11, 12
1, 2, 3, 5, 6
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 10, 11,
1, 2, 5, 6, 11, 12

BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK

7, 8
1, 2, 7,

8

LOTS 5, 6

A

The lawmakers may put a quietus
to the Western Baseball league. A
statute ig pending before the Iowa
legislature prohibiting the game on
Sunday, and as Lincoln, Neb., is already barred from playing on the
seventh day of the week, the passage
of the Iowa measure would mean an
end to a most promising little league.

7,
7,
7,
7,

LOTS

1, 2, 7, 8

A SURETY INVESTMENT GO,,

24
33
34
43
25

LOTS 3, 4, 5, 6, 9
LOTS 2, 3

l

ARTICLES

AFTER A HORSE THIEF

lhe Pass City, and that a reai

base
ball war Is likely to break cg.it there
most any time. Albuquerque Is ready
to give battle to any team In El Paso
that will place a guarantee In the bank
without a string to It.

Special Correspondence.
Estancla, N. M., March 7. A horse
and Faddle belonging to Sidney Cox,
who lives three miles north of Estancla, was stolen from the hitching
post In frcnt of the poitofflce here
last night, between 7 and 8 o'clock.
Mr. Cox followed the trail north for
seven miles, where the thief left the
road. A transient gambler, who has
been laying around the saloon here
for several days, disappeared at the
same hour the horse did, and officers
are sure "he has the animal. Every
effort Is being made to bag the thief.

O

Although racing received Its death
blow in Illinois, Indiana and Missouri
last year, there was distributed In
money Jo, 477,952 in this country and
Canada. Out of a total of 7,763 races
on the flat steeplechases and miscellaneous races eliminated there were
over 5,5()0 at one mile and under.
There were 337 events "ever water
and timber."
O

BEATEN UP

Frank Killen, who was pitching
when graybeards were youngsters,
has gone south In the hope of Joining
some team and follow in the footsteps
was
of Breitenstein.
Breitensteln
thought' to have outlived his usefulness, but In the balmy south lie recovered much of his old time speed
and cunning and there was some talk
of bringing him back to real life by
the draft method.

BY

BUSINESS PARTNER.
Louie H. Harper came to Raton
from Cimarron early . in the week,
having been beaten up terribly, and
he charged Ills business partner, C. A.
t,
Gorman, and his bartender, John
with being responsible for his
condition, says the Raton Reporter.
He accordingly swore out warrants
for the arrest of Gorman and Talbert.
They were brought to Raton and arShortstop Dickerson, whose kick on raigned before Judge Bayne. charged
the umpire at the fair last fall was with assault to murder.
louder than even that of Billy Taylor, another Las Vegas player, Is BEEN PROMOTED TO
brukeing on the New Mexico division
FIRST LIEUTENANCY.
f tne Santa Fe, and conies to
Lieutenant John Symington of the
a
two or three timeB
week. cavalry branch of the army, who Is a
Hick says that he will play ball the native of Santa Fe, and who was apcoming summer with the team that pointed a cadet to the United States
will pay lhe most money. He says military academy at West Point from
that he will play with the Blues when New Mexico, has just received his
he is treated like the outsiders that promotion as first lieutenant. The
tome to I. as Vegas and draw u sal- young man's parents, Dr. and Mrs.
ary.
John Symington, were at one time
O
well known throughout New Mexico.
The Kliiu Flams, a star aggregation
of youthful swatters of the horsehide, IT WILL SOON BE CAPTAIN
and the Shop Boysi another youngster
INSTEAD OF COL. TWITCHELL.
team .met in deadly combat yesterday
Colonel n. E. Twltchell, who has
afternoon on an Improvised diamond
lit the end of West Gold avenue, and been elected by Troop A as captain of
the organization, will appear before
in an errorless (?) and highly entertaining game, the Flim Flams went the examining board Monday evening
down to defeat by the wonderfully at the armory to determine his mililow score of IS to 14. Captain Analla, tary fitness for the position, says the
of the festive Film Flams, states that Optic. There Is no doubt whatever,
he has a team that are coming world but that Mr. Twltchell, with his long
service In the
beaters, and that he still entertains and distinguished
hope of some day wiping out the sev- guard, will pass a most successful exeral trouncings his team has received amination, hut the red tape of the
service demands the formality.
by defeating the shop team.
Tal-ber-

!

Albu-iueiqii-

OF

32
35

42
47
55
54
50
53

!j
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LOT

Owners.

INCORPORATION

TERRITORY

OF NEW MKXK'O,
of the Htcretury.
CERTIFICATE OK COMPARISON.
I, J. VV. Rnynolan, Hfcrelnry
of the
Territory of New Alcxlco, do hereby
certify thftt there witn Med for word
111 thlB office
m., on the
at 9 o'clock
ilh Uiiy of Mureh A. 1. l'.ini,
ARTICLES OF I Nt'ORR KATI IN OE
A"R.Yit,
PKOUKKSS HUH KjON
(No. 4L'w);
and Hlso, that I huve compared tho
following ropy ol the same, villi the
orlKlnal thereof now on tile, .mil declare
it to lie a correct transcript tlicntioin
and of the whole thereof.
(liven under my hand and the Great
et the Terrltrov of New .Mexico,
at tl-- City il Santa Kc, the Capital,
on tills ith day of March A. L. l!j.
J. W. RAVNoLllS.
Secretary of New Mexico.
I'ROC.RKHS
m.l'E RIUHON K.MiMS.
CERTIFICATE
OF INCORPORATION'.
W'p, the undersigned, In order to form
n corporation
for the purposes herein
after mated, under and pursuant to the
provisions of an net of the I.cKlsliittve
Assembly of the Territory of New Mexleo. entitled: "An Act to regulate the
formation and government of corporations for mining, manufacturing. Indus-tria- l
and other pursuits," approved
liith, 11X, do hen by certify as
follows:
NAME.
I. The corporate name Is PROCRKSS
RuCK RIHKON FARMS.
REGISTERED OFFICE.
H. The registered office of the corporation Is No. 117 West Gold Avenue,
Albuquerque,
New Mexico, atxl. the
Corporation. Organization and Management Company is designated as th" statutory agent therein, in charge thereof,
und upon whom proeess against the
corporal ion may he served.
PRINCIPAL OUJECTS.
III. The objects for which the eorpo-raiio- n
is established are primarily:
To buy. sell, deal in. breed, raise, develop, train, feed and exhibit horses,
cattle and other stork and poultry:
To raise, manufacture and exhibit
farm produce, foods anil
both for human and stock consumption ;
To buy, sell and deal In real estate,
good will and business of persons, lirms,
associations or corporations engaged In
any braueh of said business, or iff" any
business or enterprise pertaining or similar thereto;
To conduct a general farming and
stock raising business;
To hold, purchase aud convey such
real and personal estate as the purposes
of the corporation
shall require, and
such other real estate as the laws of
the Territory of New Mexico may permit, with the right to mortgage all Mich
real and personul estate with Its franchises.
As' subsidiary
to and in connection
with the foregoing, from time to time,
the corporation may:
purchase
Manufacture,
or otherwise
acquire goods, wares and merchandise
Office

.
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M.-ir-rh

been rnado with it. Its power had been
proved, again and .
in the most difdiseases. Then we offered to
ficult
supply the first bottle free in every diAnd over one
sease that required it.
million dollars huve been spent to announce and fulfill this offer.
The result Ls that 11,000,000 bottles
have been used, mostly in the past two
cured
years. Todav there are counlh-sK'-r-

s

longer; don't stay side, one, scattered everywhere, to till what
iilease don't waityou as wo
have to mil- Liquozone has done.
show to
But so ninny other need it that tljU
lions what Liquozone can do.
offer is published Mill. In late years, science has traced scores of diseases to perm
attacks. Old remedies do not apply to
The virtues of Liquozone am derived them. Wo wish to show thosu bick ones
at our cost what I.iquozono can do.
nicly from gases. The formula is sent to
each user. The process of making relarge upparatus, and from 8 to I
quires
. ,;,.,,i
.i
j
it u ,itp.....i I.
ere the disc:mesin which I.iquo-con- e
fit the inquest, Class,
iiie object is to fo These
In tlie-- e
has been most employed.
the gases astocarry into
ix and combinepowerful
it has earned iu widest reputation. In
the system a
Contact with Liquozone kills uny form all of these troubles we supply the first
free. A nil in ail no matter bow difcf disease germ, because germs are of bottle
vegetable origin. Yet to the body I.iquo-ion- e ficult we offer each user a two months'
without the rUk of a penny.
is not only harmless, but helpful further te
Onltr-no- nt
That is its main dis- Asthma
in the extreme.
A imv
A.twemlA
liou,rrliea- Ull
hroii. hltia
lluv Fever luUumiza
tinction. Common germicide are poi.-o- n
l.u "lnpm
That is why Itlixxt H'teten
when taken internally.
TrmiMpn
luciirrii''genu
hclplcs
in
a
so
been
MiiiAriuC'itigti.
medicine has
.Nitrlg.a
edit
rite'.wtciiy
i iMiMiiinpiiuu
I.icmozoiie is exhilarating,
disease.
I'm",KUfUlllUliIll
r
purifying; yet no disease gcrai Culitaeius
! TOtlllH .
t
jllll',.
aiarrii
seuicry i'lirrh i
in exist in it.
ip'Hi.i liaittuull
(
purchased the Ainerpau rights ta lv
l.iv-i..ry 1. el.
Tim..f,"l bvrs
..! s.wiiiii iiuua. l.ruub.ss
Liquuzouo ol'u-- thousand ol tcaU huJ '.v.a

What Liquozone Is.

Where It Applies.
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6
12
12

4

41

26
40
49
52
51
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Auctioneer.

KNIGHT,

DONE FOR THE PURPOSE OF BOOSTING

PRICE

and personal property of every class and person claiming under such stockholddescription, and hold, own, moriKiiKc, ers.
sell or. otherwise dispose of, trade, deal KfcOL'LATIONS KKSI'KCTING DIKKC-'1'OHIn and deal with the name.
Aeuulre and undertake the
IX. In furtherance and not In limitaproperty,
rlKhts, franchises,
contracts
of the powers conierred by statute,
and assets of every manner and kind, tion
the
Hoard of Director
are exnreiuily
and the liabilities of any person, firm, authorized:
association or corporation, either wholly
To
hold
meeting
,to
their
or In part, and pay for the same In case, more oltlo.es, and to keep have one or
the book of
stocks or hotids of the corporation, or the
corporation within or, except h
otherwise.
otherwise provliled by statute, without
Knter Into, make, perform and earn- the
of New Mexico, at uch
out contracts of every kind, and for any! placeTerritory
as may, from time to time,
be
lawful purpose with any person, llrm, designated
by
them.
association or corporation.
To determine, from time to time,
Issue bonds, debentures or obligation
whether, and, If allowed, under what
of the corporation, and at the option of conditions
regulation
the accounts
the corporation, to secure the same liv and book and
the corporation shall be
inortKKKe, pledn, deed of trust or other- open to the of
Inspection of the stockholwise.
and the stockholders' rlKhl In thl
Acquire, hold, use, sell, nsslKn, lease, der,
respect are and shall be restricted or
Krnnt licenses In 'respect of. inortKaite, limited accordingly,
no stockholder
letters patent of the I'tilled States or shall have any right and
to Inspect any acany turcica country,
patents, patent count or book or document
tho corporlKhts, licensee,
IvIleRe. Invention, ration, except a conferred of by
statute
improvements
processes,
and
trade- or authorized by the Hoard of Director
marks and trade names. relatlnR to or
a resolution of the stockholders.
useful In connection with any business orTobymake,
alter, amend and rescind the
of the corporation.
of the corporation, to tlx, deHold, purchase or otherwise acquire, termine, from
to time and vary the
sell, iissiitn. transfer. mortRaKe, pledtre amount to be time
reserved an working capor otherwise dispose of slnircs of tne ital, to determine
the
times for the deccapital stock and bonds, debentures or laration und payment and
the amount of
other evidences of Indebtedness created each
on
dividend
slock,
tn determine
the
by other corporation
or corporations, and direct the use and disposition
of any
and while the holder thereof, exercise surplus
or
net
profit,
and
to authorize;
all the prlvleitea of ownership, including and cause to lie executed mortgiigea
and
vote
to
thereon.
the rlRht
upon the real und personal prop- Purchase, hold and
the shares lien
the corporation, provided always
of its capital slock, Its bonds or other erty of
that a majority of the whole Hoard consecurities.
therein.
Hemunerate any person or corporation cur
Pursuant to the affirmative vote of the
for services rendered, or to la? rendered, holders
of a majority of the utock Issued
in plaeiiiK or assistant to place or
outstanding, at a stockholders' meetthe plaeiiiK or underwriting- - of and duly
convened, to sell, assign, "transany of the shares of stock of tho corpo- ing
or otherwise dispose of the properly,
ration, or any debenture bonds or other fer
including tho franchises 01 the corporasecurities of the corporation, or In or tion as an
entirety, provided always
about-thformation or promotion of the
r
a majority of the whole Hoard
corporation, or in the conduct of Its that therein.
business.
appoint
To
additional officer of the
With a view to the working" and de- -'
including one or more vice
velopnietit of the properties of ihe corpo- corpora lion, one
or more assistant treasration, and to effectuate, directly or In- presidents,
one or more assistant secredirectly, its objects and purposes, or any urers, and
and. to the extent provided In
of them, the corporation may, In the taries:
so appointed
the person
discretion of the directors, from time to the
have and may exercise all the
time, carry on any other lawful busi- shall
powers
president,
the
of
of
the treasness, manufacturing or otherwise, to any
and of the secretary respectively,1
extent and In any manner not unlawful. urer
provided,
however,
all
that
Tin corporation may conduct business
shall be chosen from lhe director.
in the Territory of New Mexico and
Ity a
passed by a majority
elsewhere. Including any of the stales, vote of resolution
Hoard, under suitable
territories, colonies or dependencies of provisiontheof whole
to designate
the
the fulled States the IMstrlfl of Colum- two or more of their .number
to constibia, and any and all foreign countries, tute an executive committee, which
comhave one or more oflices therein, ami mittee shall, for the time being, a protherein to hold, purchase, mortKaKc and vided in said resolution, or In the byconvey real and iiersoiwil properly, ex- laws, have and exercise any or all the
cept as und when forbidden by local powers of the Hoard of Directors, which
laws.
may be lawfully delegated. In the
The foreKolnjr clauses shall lie conof the business and affair
of
strued both as objects ami powers, but the corporation,
and shall have power
no recitation, expression or
corporation
to
the
authorize
seal
of
the
of specific or special powers or purpose
to all papers w hlch may
hereja enumerated shall be deemed to to be affixed
It.
be exclusive; but it Is hreby expressly require
e
of
Hoard
Directors and the
The
dcland that all other lownil powers
Committee shall, except as oiher-wi- e
not inconsistent
therewith are hereby
provided by law, have power to act
included.
, in the following
manner, viz.: a rcsolu- I Hon
CAPITAL AI'TIKiltlZKK.
in writing, signed a attlrmalively
IV. The corporation
is authorized
to approved by all the members of the
Issue capita! stock to the extent of Two Hoard of Director or by all the memHundred
Thousand Dollars
bers of the Executive or other Commitdivided Into Two Thousand, Ktve tee, and thereafter with original or with
Hundred shares of the par value of Oho duplli-au-isignatures Inserted In the
Hundred Hollar eauh. The amount of reccrded minute and properly dated,
the capital with which snld corporation shall be deemed to be action by mich
shall commence business is Two Thou- Hoard or such Committee, as the rase
' mav be. to the extent therein
expressed.
sand Hollar.
'
with the same force and effect as If
CAI'iTM,
llSI'ltlltKH.
V. The capital slock with which the the same had been duly passed by the
'orporation Kill commence business Is same vote at a regularly convened mect-Ino- r.
subscribed by the Incorporator
hs folrtuhtcrt to the foregoing provisions the
lows:
may prescribe the number of
Name.
No. of Share. Amount
a quorum at their
I
$4011.0(1 directors to constitute
W. J. Ileslop
and such number may be less
meeun.
H. K. It. Sellers
imi.i.i
irity
whole number.
of
the
a
inat
than
1
Frank A. Ktorti
, ,,
cornoratlon reserv c the right to
Jon. in
II. S. Knin'ht
repeal any pro- -'
change
or
alter,
I
4im.tnj amet.d,
Thoa K. H. Mailillsoii
contained In this certificate In the
prescribed by
or
now
hereafter
niaener
Mat.itc f"r 'In' amendment 'if the certlf-n.-.t- e
of incorporation.
1'. We have
IV W ITS KSS V H
The iiosiiittlce nildres 01 each of 111.
h reimto s, t our hmds ami seals this
ol
incorporators Is 117 Wesl
A venui
,th day of March. 1!;.
AlbUqucrlUe, Nt w .MtM,
1!,. 81
HKS! OP
W
V
rpora- the
The u rm tor v. he
S
11.
i
K
SKI. I. Kits
rs.
lion Is to exist Is tiftv
!.. S
K
A.
S''iKT7.
I'll
VII. Any stockholder of tins corpora1.. Si
M
S K M'MIT
writing,
tion may. by au'ecntei.!
rson or per-Tibet K D. .MADDISOV ll.. 8 )
transfer his stock to inn
i K
WITNESS to tie for- gi.im" slenator.-sSollH for the puriinse ,,t
in ii m
W. S. STUM'KI.KH.
or them the rlnht to
thereon ful
a period or unit led i si . unit live years,
upon terms and condition stated, pursu- TERRITORY
oF XK" MEXICO,
s
or persons
ant to w Ilk ll I lie sil Id
.Ml "l' ol' HERN l.ll.Lo-ushall act!!:.
m this :.th 'lav ol' t,:.ir. U. A.
W. .1.
rsonallv
f,,rhaINS
l.l.MITATM
I'KHOLHERS'
OF
Hellers,
Frank A.
K
II.
i.
,.mo,
TO W Kit TO H A M
STOCK AND
K. I
S. Knh.'bt
and Tho
H
TI!ANSKl:it Pa IKS
be fin- per""' known h'to executed
Maddison.
VIII. The c irpo it
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NOTICE
ami oi ine wnoie inereor.
ijivin mult r my hand and the Great
l
of the Terrllroy of New Mexico,
Notice is hereby given that an elecat the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this 7th day of March A. D. Wan.
tion will be held In the City of AlbuJ. W. KAYNOI.DS.
querque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
Secretary of Now Mexico.
April 3, 1906, between the hours of 9
PHOORKS8 R Ll" K RlRtlON FARMS. o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m., of
CfcHTincATK Ol' NON-1- . IAHiliTl said dav. at tho following nnlllni?
OF HTtHJKHOUJKUS.
Thl la to certify that the undersigned, places:
being all the original
First Ward City Hall.
Incorporator,
who have tiled the Certificate of InSecond Ward At nin
of Chm
corporation 01 thl Company,
Progress
lllue Kiboon Farms, ' thereby associat- Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
ing themselves: Into a corporation, under
mire, warn At emce of E. II.
und by virtue of the ptovlslon of an Dunbar, on South Third street.
act ct tho Legislative Assembly of the
Fouith Ward Neap corner rf rnr
Territory of New Alexlco, entitled, "An
Act to regulate the formation and gov- per avenue and Third Btreet.
ernment
of corporations for mining,
At Which Raid election the miollflori
manufacturing. Industrial and other pu- electors of the said City of
Albuquerrsuit, approved March lii,
and que, New Mexico,
lor
on behalf of themselves, all other stockresiding within the
holder who may become associated with limits of the said city, shall choose
them, and Bald corporation, do hereby the following officers:
declare that there shall he no stock-- I
One Mayor For a term of two
older liability on account of any stock
issued by the said corporation, and that years;
all stockholders of snld corporation shall
One City Clerk For a term of two
be exempt form ull liability on account
of any stock Issued to, or held by years;
One Cltv Treasurer Pni. a arm nt
tnom, except such liability
for the
amount of capital certllled to have been two years.
actually paid. In property or cash, at
Two Members nf tho mt rvmndi
the time of commencement of business, from
a provided for and In accordance with
the First Ward One for a term
or the said act of the Legisla- of four years and one for a term of
Mection
tive Assembly, under which said corp- two years, to
rill out an unexpired
oration Is organized.
IN WITNKbS WHEREOF, The ald term.
liicorixirators of the said Incorporation
One Member nf tho
rvinneit
huve hereunto set their bands and seal from the Second
Ward For a term
on this, the filh day of March, lil'Hi.
signed, sealed and delivered la pres- or rour yenrs;
ence of v.. 8. STltlCKLKIt.
One Membpr nf tho ruv rtnnnoti
V,'. J. HESLOP,
fSeai)
from the Third ward For a term of
D. K. H. SELLERS
(Seal)
lour years.
(Sen!)
FRANK A. STOHTZ
H. S. KNH1HT
One Member or the City Council
(Seall
D.
THOS. K.
MADDISON (Seal)
from the Fourth Ward Vne
ii
TERRITORY
OF
NEW
MEXICO. four years.
COINTY OF HERN A Ll Lt.O ss.
On this, the rth day of March, I'M",, beOne Member of the Board of Edufore me personally appeared
W. J. cation from the
Ileslop, D. K. H. Sellers,
Frank A. term or four years;First Ward For a
Stortz. II. 8. Knight and Tho. K. D.
Two Members of tho Board tof EduMaddison, to me known to be the person
in and who executed the cation from tho Second Ward One
foregoing instrument and they acknowledged that they executed the same us for a term of four years, and one for a
ternr of two years, to fill out an untheir free act atnl deed.
my hand and eul the day and expired term.
Witn
year last above written.
One Member of the Bonrd of Edu11.
M. M ERR ITT.
cation from the Third Ward For a
(Seal)
Notury Public.
1

11,

ctv

tern of four years;

No. 4JM1. Cor. Reed, Vol.
Endorsed:
One Member of the Board of EduPage :i, I.
"PROORESS I!LI"E RIHHON FA R.MS." cation from tho Fourth Ward For a
Organized under the laws of the Ter- tern of four years;
ritory of New Mexico.
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
CERTIFICATE
OF NON-L- I A RI LIT
OF STOCKHOLDERS.
Nofici
Filed in ofllce of Secretary of New
Mexico, March 7, ISMl. at
a. m.
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Notice is hereby given that an elecSecretary.
tion will be held in the City of AlRegistered wliTT lhe Corporation,
or- buquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
ganization and Management
company, April 3, lUOtl, between the hours of
Albuquerque, N. M.
o'clock a. m. and C o'clock p. in., of
Coinp'd. M. to o.
5.

said day, at the following polling
Territory of Now Mexico, County of
places:
.
First Ward City Hall.
I
The Instrument of which thl
a
copy was filed for record on tho 9th duy
Second Ward At ofllce of Chas.
of March, Ismi, at 5 o'clock, a. m.
Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Keoordod In Vol. "H" Misc. of Records
Third Ward At office of E. II.
of said county, folio
Dunbar, on South Third street.
A. E. WALKER.
Recorder.
Fourth Ward Nenr corner of Copper .venue and Third street.
Notaries Appointed.
At which election the question of
Tlie following; have been appointed authorizing the issuance of Three
noiarieg public liy Governor Herbert Hundred Thousand ($:J00,fKi0) Dollars
J. llagerman:
of bonds of said City of Albuquerque,
J. 0. Luccro, of I.umbeiton,
Rio New Mexico, to purchase and extend
Arriba county; 8. E. Lewi, of Ra- tho vuter works now owned by the
man, McKinley county; Thomas W. Water Supply company of said city.
Watson, of Lincoln, Lincoln county; will be submitted to the qualified
Jesse U. Hill, of Hachltl, (!rant coun- electors of said city, who are the
ty; W. H. McCorrt, of Maxwell. Col-lu- owners of real or personal property,
cotiuty; Lorenzo R. Labadie. of nihject to taxation, within the C4ty
(if AlbuqtU'-iiuSiiiinyside, Guadalupe, county.
FRANK McKEE, Mayor.
Mrs. Bambini, at ncr parlors, No.
209 West Railroad
avenue. Is preNOTICE
pared to pive thorough scalp treatment, do Iialr dressing, treat corns,
Notice is hereby given that an
bunions and ingrowing nails. Slio
gives massage treatment and manicur- election will be held Iti tho City of
Albuquerque,
New Mexico, on Tuesing. Mrs. Hnmliinl's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up tho day, AprilU Srd, ICiiV,. between the
hours of o'clock a. in. and 6 o'clock
skin und Improves tho complexion, p.
in., of saM day, at the following
and U guaranteed not to be Injuri- voting
places:
ous. She also prepares a, hair tonic
First Ward City Hall.
that runs aud prevents dandruff and
Second Ward At office of C'has.
hair fulling out ; restores life to dead Chadwlck
Ai Co., on Gold avenue.
hair; removes moles, warts und
Third Ward At oflice of E. H.
huir. Also a face powder, a Dun liar, on South Third street.
freckle cure and pimple euro and pile
Fourth Ward Near comer of Copcure. Al! of these preparations
are per avenue and Third street.
purely vegetable compound. Havo
At which said election the question
Just added a vibrator machine for of authorizing tlie issuance of Thirty
treatment of scalp, face, and cure of Thousand ($;io.(iiu) Dollars of bouds
wrinkles. It is also used fur ilieuiiia-Usni- , of the said City of Albuquerque, New
pains and massage.
Mexico, to erect und build u city
building, will
to the
Always Keeps Chamberlain's Cough qualified electorsbe ofsubmitted
said city, who
Remedy in His House.
are the owners
or personal
"We would not be without Chamber- property, subject ofto real
taxation, within
It is kept on the said City of
lain's Coiiti Remedy.
Albuquerque, New
hand continually In our home," says Mexico.
W. W. Kearney, edit, r of the IndeFRANK McKEE. Mayor.
pendent, Ijowry Cl y, Mo. That is
or,!- r.
o
jiiKl
every
lamily
what
do.
M
should
Afflicted With Rheumatism.
Can:.
l'1
When kept at hand ivudy for Instant
"I was and am yet affiicied with
!.!
NEW MrVICii,
it,
n
use, a cold may be checked at the out- rheumatism," says Mr. J. C. llavne,
i ,,i
Secretary.
f
set and cured in much !css time than ttlitor of the Herald, Addlngton.' In;
after it li.us become settled in the dian Territory,
I'UMI'tl'.ISllV.
thanks to Cham'i: a.ls''I' Secr.ta-v
of t'ie system. This remedy Is also wi hout berlain's Ihtlu "but
Malm am a'le once
v- iv
i'hereby
;
r,o
croup
peer
In
a
children,
for
,1
and will more to attend to business. It is tho
lib d lor
O
n;.. on t he prevent tin- - attack win n given as sood best of liiiim nts."
a i
"k
.i
If troubled with
v
.!
i. I'n;
,i,v
as
the child bccon.es hoarse, 01 cveu rheumatism gie Pain Halm a trial
I. !.'".
.,
J
!..
I
ll
after tlie cio.ipy coukIi appears, which and yon aiv cei'ain to be more than
"I V
ol"
Vi V
- u:
l:M i 'No
can ;nly be done when tlie remedy is pleas. d with the prompt relief it afI '
1:1
I:: '! .'t he
cm,,
....
.i
l. p: at tund.
H. I.
for fale by al! dru- fords. One application relieves the
n "
he
lil
.
'
"'"'
f.
a.
pain. For sa!e by all drugslsis.
.11 I:)e. .ni l d. a. Lire
.1 l'.. :,.!'
'.
Her-nalil-

bv-la-

1

1

Alio mnat forma of tta following;
KHIny Trouble
l.lver Trouble
Wouien'n ItiiMWi
htumat'h Troubles
IVver. ltiflttaiin:ttlori er rn,mrrh impure or poisoned bkKsi - uvutlly tncitcatfl h germ sitsck.
I a nervous debility I.lMUuhme
m vilalUsr,
ocouijilisiiiuK remarkable rtnulu.

50c. Dottle Free.

If you need Liquozone, and have never
tried it, please send us this coupon. We
will then mail you an order on a local
bottle, and will
druKitist for a 'full-siz- e
pay the drupcist ourselves for it. This
is our free pift, made to convince you;
to let the product itself tdiow you what
it ran do. In justice to yourself, please
uccept it today, for it places you under
no obligations whatever.
Liquozone costs SMc and $1.

.1
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111

1

v

Fill It out and mull It to The T.Ituotouc
,4-4
WntM4ti Ave., C'ULtfu.

Colu-1j.-
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My

I

)iv- - nevtr trif.1 r.i itii'fnn, hut If you will
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iubii)- - iue tt iK: leviilt f.o I n ill
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CUT OUT THIS COUPON
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BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
CLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK

12

SCOTT

Because of Liquozone' is a Tale Told Everywhere.
ne.igh- -

9, 10, 11, 12
5, 6, 7, 8, 11,
1, 2, 7, 8
LOTS 1, 2, 7, 8
LOTS 6, 7
LOTS 1, 2, 3,4, 5,
LOTS 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
LOTS 7, 9, 10. 11,
LOTS 1, 2, 3, 4
LOTS 7, 8

'

rn. Well
...
.:
i
mere uru i:.
living e.vuuipies in
Dornooa .i.
what Liquozone can do. Wherever you
are, you need not go far to find some one
who has been helcd by it.
Talk to some of those cured ones; perhaps vour own friends aro among them.
Ask if they advise you to try Liquozonn.
Or let us buy you a bottle, and learn its
power for yourself.
If you need help,

LOTS
LOTS
LOTS

'

WE POSITIVELY GUARANTEE TO HAVE NO BIDDIN G

Halph Hunt, who Is In the city from
El Paso, says that all kinds of base
ball leagues have been organized in

33

Balance $5 per Month

$5 Down

A

0

cverv

Jtff

ST. PATRICK'S DAY

mite and lyddite, which he expects to
use on umpires this seasan.
If all the players who threatened
to jump to the outlaws had done so
the circuit of blacklisted players could
very easily be Increased to twelve
clubs, isixteen men to a team.
Fifteen hundredflght fans visited
Terry McGovern's training quarters
one. day this week.
Terry welcomes
the throng; Billy Nolan, on the other
Jiand, ts discouraging visitors who
wish to see the Battler at work.

In almost every hamlet

T
I

SATURDAY, MARCH I7TH

Mike Grady has reported at St.
Ixiuls for duty with the CardlnaJs. He
carried a suit case filled with dyna-

ti
if

'MltiVorrM EmterhAdditiok

FOR WHAT THEY WILL BRING

Denver has put up the bars on lox-inmatches of all kinds and the
police havo strict orders to prevent
the boxers from even giving sparring
exhibitions.

the management
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How For Hew Mexico
acknowledges
The

Libir,&li4sr

astern JSirfcticirpffisc!

About a year ago It was announced in Kl Paso that
If the people in that town would raise $51,0(H for a V
M .C. A. building, that an unnamed person in the east
would add $3,oii0 to the same. Committees were np
pointed to raise the money, and lere have been several
campaigns. The sum subscribed got up above lin.miii
and there seemed to stick. Recently, a new etlort was
made to reach the $5o,ihio mark, and it was successful
There was a meeting of the committee, Monday
night, and it was found that there Had been $;l,uuii
It was then announced that the unnamed east
ern person was Miss Helen Miller timilil. After the coin
luitteo bad rejoiced over this it was announced tha'.
Phelps, Dodge & Co. had added $.,imii to the fund, and
the check was exhibited. This gives the V. M. C. A
$Gl,0iiU to build a building in Kl Paso, and the people
are not vet satisfied, and have det emitted to raise ?1 l.oni.i
more and have a $75,(nii building.
The fun will now come in selecting a silo for it. U
will be a great addition to the town, and will fill a long
felt want. Miss Gould represented the Texas & Pacific
the Southwestern system. 1 he hanta
and Phelps-Dodg- e
Fe and the Harriman systems, with their usual liberal
Ity, have done nothing. Iordsburg Liberal.

n

CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS

Gems I mi

m
m

(Goodllbye Arazomsx

porations which they represent, have had the effect to

embitter many of the citizens of New Mexico and
cause the rejoicing in this territory at the defeat

to
of

jointure to be fully as great as it is in Arizona.
It cannot be denied that many advocates of jointure
with Arizona were influenced to support that measure
because they believed It the quickest route to statehood.
It now seems that the union of New Mexico and Arizona
is an Impossibility, and the majority of the people of
this territory are prepared to acquiesce in the fact with
the utmost content. If the papers (f Arizona represent
the people (if that territory in their altitude towards
New Mexico, very many in this territory are more than
willing to say "erring sister, go in peace," and to not
care whether Arizona ever becomes a state or whether
that territory shall be divided between I'tali, Calitornia
and New Mexico.
Phoenix Republican:
Juslie prevailed o r power
and political craft. Arizona has been saved from the
serfdom which it was thought political exigence s demanded. It has been removed from a danger which
threatened il for two years. We believe we have now
heard tin last of joint statehood, thanks to the
honor which controls the senate of the I'nited Slates and
to an awakened public opinion. It now remains to be
seen what the house will do. That will naturally remain
a subject of conjecture but an opinion may be vent tired
that it will not be permitted to concur in the Burrows
provision. It may be further predicted Ihat. the bill will
resume the shape it hail after the adoption of the Foraker amendment anil that it will then become a law. It
is much the same to Arizona, for whether the bill s'ands
as it is now or whether the question comes before the
people, there will be no joint statehood.
.
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WELCOME

SPRING WITH

FASHION DEMANDS

Pji

1

A GLAD

SMILE AND

MANY CHANGES

A NEW

SUIT.

WITH THE NEW SEASON

LAST SPRING'S CLOTHES ARE NOW OUT OF DATE
THE WIDER AND LONGER LAPEL, THE CLING-INBACK WITH THE SLIGHTEST SUGGESTION OF
THE "CORSET FIT" AND A FULL SKIRT ARE SOME
OF THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE NEW AND
OLD.

o'ii

u.

pj

I

EVERY KINK AND TURN OF FASHION

i

HAS BEEN HONORED In The MAKING Of Our SPRING SUITS
SINGLE AND DOUBLE

BREASTED CUTS
$12.50, $15.00 OR $18.00 UP TO $30.00

w-r-

We'fj give you your mlnd'a worth

and your

B

money's worth

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS

0

o5s Policy

f Ulhiis Store
to clean up stock

0
!iV

".'Xf ,''& A

once yearly and open
season with new goods.
x-x-- x-x-x-

-x-x-x

THE NAME

Wm. CHAPLIN
Not only means the

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.
x-

-;

,:,v-

x

-x-x

x- -x

x--

'

x-x

pairs men's fine shoes
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
lOOOf pairs misses' and children's
fine
3000

shoes.

has been made of the
uty collector and treasurer of said
ervoir site and of all the lands that would be susceptible county,
was in the city this morning,
of irrigation under tins system.
Construction on the from Bernalillo, and brought along
works has advanced rapidly.
with him considerable money for do
I lie
I rton lake proj-- ct
is on the Pecos river, in posit, from licenses and taxes paid in
eastern New .Mexico, about sixty miles north of Roswell for that county. Mr. Silva states that
in t lie vicinity ot old foil sunnier.
It has been pro- all nccquias of the Bernalillo precinct
posed to divert the waters of the l'ecos bv a dam and a ai. being cleaned, preparatory to receiving water for irrigation purposes.
canal about thirty-fiv- e
miles long, the flood waters to be
.Mrs. Jesse Miller, grand matron of
large
sot red in a
natural basin or reservoir prov ided In Eastern
Star of New .Mexico, left
with an outlet tunnel and distributing canals.
this morning on her annual trip of
i he Las Vegas project is about
five miles nort h ot
of the lodges at Raton and
Las Vegas. It hu; been proposed to conduct the water Las Vegas. The Raton chapter is the
from both the (lallinas and Sapollo rivers to n point largest, of the fourteen chapters of
about five miles north of the town, and here impound it the territory. Tile Silver City chapter
by means of a l:itn constructed across a narrow point in is second in size and Albuquerque is
an arroyo. The regular flow of these streams has been thirl. Mrs. Miller states that a new
spier is soon to be established at
appropriated, ami it is contemplated to store the fiood Tucunicitri,
which will increase the
waters coming from the high mountains to the west I number of chapters in the territory to
Gaging stations have been established on both thcsi tirtcen.
streams to determine the amount of water available.
At last Bertha M. Clay's celebrated
Steps have been taken by the board of trustees looking novel, "Dora Thorne," has been dram
to the transfer to the- United States of such lands as atized, and the attraction will be the
will be occupied by the structures and those to be irri- offering at the Elks' Opera House next
gated under this project. A map of the reservoir site, Saturday, March 17th. Messrs. Rowmuaing
and of the lands susceptible of irrigation under this pro land and Clifford have leftproduction
untouched to make this
ject, has Keen made and the Inlet and outlet canals have one
of the best on the road. The lom-pan- y
been surveyed.
supporting Miss Thome, who
0
It is proposed to store the flood waters' of the Itio plays Dora, Is a complete one. The cosGrande at some point in New Mexico for the development tumes and scenery lire beautiful, in
of the open valleys along the course of the river. Numfact, the play Is said to have been
erous studies have been conducted along the Rio Grande given a, gorgeous production.
A few days ago. The Citizen in a
to determine storage possibilities and supply of water.
Plans and estimates were made for a storage dam at the small personal paragrpah. announced
THE CELEBRATED
Fugle site an, I for a system of canals for Irrigating all, the arrival here of W. M. Moore. The
Mclaughlin
gentleman
represents
f
the good valley land below it in New Mexico and tor
Bros., Importers of drali and coach
ANTONIO ARMIJO, Prop.
water to be used in the vicinity of El Paso.
stallions, ot Columbus. O. and has
The poposed La Plata Valley project is on the La with him here one of the tines) in the
I
HOME GROWN PURE CHILE
Mexico,
tins
river,
in
K::u
county,
if
New
Plata
Juan
(ountry. which he desires to si ll and
project is adopted it will be necessary to supplement the which can be scon at Trimble's North
minimum flow in ihe Animas river during a portion ot Second street barn. This animal is
Special Sales Every Saturday, Auto Phone 601. 121 N. Third Street. I
an
imported
lie irrigation season by storage, both at the head of la known us Croiseur,
mm
French coach stallion, and will be four
Plata Valley utid on Animas river. A preliminary inves- years
of age the coming May.
a
tigation of tins project was made in P.I04, and also
Bottled In Bond.
Manager O. A. Matson of the Elks'
of lit- drainage-basi- n
of the Florida river Opera House, stated today that
InIS d
Mexico
from its headwaters nearly to the Colorado-Nelec.ued a second telegram from the
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works 3
line for the puip. m- ,,f locating storage facilities. Nothmanagement of Sarah Bernhardt,
1
ing feasible w is
mg that the dale ,,f
covered. Bishop lakes, which lie
iav 2Mb
R. f. HALL, Proprietor
C
,
DiUller,
noi'h of Murango
This does not imply
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber
west of Animas river, were also be held open.
Shsftlnn.
Grade Bars. Babbit Metul; Columns nd Iron Fronts
inn siigateil to diierinine their utility for storage pur- ihat the great actress has actually
FRANKFORT, KT.
I
for
losi-(i contract
with the Elks'
Buildings.
poses, but it was discovered that these sites are being
fl
for a date, but indicates : li.it
Repair on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
de.voj.'d I,;, i: loc.il corporation for power purposes.
i' is
1
y probable that one wiil be
Foundry east wide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, H. m.
I
EAKIN
&
ME
LIN
closed, 'fhe appearance
,A Sarah
Hinh Grade School.
Bernbadi at the Elks' opor:i House
Sole AjenU.
1'ioni iiu.e io time, the Advocate has chronicled the would be very befitting to the close
Albuquerque, N. M.
of lie s asoll.
progress being made by those citizens who are iuier-eteWholesale tlqoer and Oar Dealers
&
Automatic Phone. 199.
The Albuquerque Kisiotlic,. may, in
in seeming lor Artesia a college for the teaching
Exclusive Apents for Yellowstone and O. F C Wnisk'ea Moet ft
of the higher branches of education. Their hopes along ihe in ar future, have an improvement
iis delivery service. A postottice
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
this line are about to be realized. "The Artesia College 'u
Jog. Schllti Milwaukee Bottled Beers,
Inspector has been in the city the
and owners
Company" is the i.aiue of mi organization perfected yes- past
distributors
trw days, making an inspection
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our IllustratedandCatalogue and
CO.
&
terday afternoon, which proposes to found and put in of ihe
TRIMBLE
W.
L.
delivery service, and while
Price List Automatic Telephone, m. Salesroom.
Ill goutk First
(peratiiui a college of the first class, to bo
it is no; known Just what iccoinnicn-di'tion- s LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRAM
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexlce.
It Is meant to supply that deand
FER STABLES
:!us inspector may see fit
nd exmand which is
when the student leaves the pub- to im.'c-- it is more than likely that Horses and Mules bought
changee
lic school and to pevent the necessity of sending our one ti:a cirrier, at least, will be adFURNITURE EXCHANGE
ded m the service here, as I'oM master BEST TURNOUTS W THE CITT
children to other states to finish their education.
and
Hopkins
Railroad
asking
been
between
street,
for
an
has
a
Second
The subscription list to the enterprise shows the
AND STORAGE CO.
,,f earrio". service for the past
Copper avenues.
0. W. Strong's Sons
names of well known business men. Artesia Advocate. lour
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

I

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Wm. CHAPLIN
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It Is to be hoped thai the bouse will
Arizona Star:
agree to tile action of the senate and admit Oklahoma
as passed by the senate ami give the people of Arizona
time to consider the situation and to become acquainted
with her neighbor, New Mexico. The people of these
Ai Inquiry.
two territories will discover that tlm only road to state"lCiiicrson advi-- e i every yoillljl man to hitch his
hood is by union, as did Oklahoma and Indian Territory,
waon to a star."
and us readily acquletie in Jointure.
'But most stars are rather exclusive. As u second
Mill- .las. II. choice, does he say anything about a soubrette?'
The president has
Liberal:
s
m
apolis
ya
W.
Phoenix,
R.
Tribune.
at
postmaster
ami
MeCllnUnk
us postinaittiT at Albuquerque. Both appointments
Not In Hit Line.
meet with great favor with tho patrons of the offices,
Johnny (who has struck a sna in his mathematics i
who have been served for four years by these two men.
I'a, what is the differential calculus?
Mr. Whipdunks Oh. try it on somebody else. I've
Dally Optic:
Joint statehood is dead for all tune,
Kd
Now let the iieople get together on a separate statehood told vou a thousand times, .lobnnv. that I'm
conundrums. Chicago Tribune.
proposition. v
Hop-Kin-

12, 1906.

IT'8 DRESSING UP TIME AGAIN. OLD WINTER
HAS RECEIVED HIS DEATH BLOW AND EASTER IS
NOT FAR OFF.

X- -a.

There will be a regular meeting of
An account of the work done by the I'niteil States the Knights of Pythias tonight in their
Geological Survey, in the several states of the I'nion, lodge roc ins.
during the last fiscal year July 1, liui-t- to July 1, PtosThe ladles of Cottonwood Grove,
is given in the twenty-sixt- h
annual report of the direc Woodimn'B Circle, will meet tomorrow
tor, which has recently come from the press.
nfternojii In Odd Fellows1 hall.
In New Mexico, 47 square miles of new area were
Regular session of Hnllut Abyad
topographically surveyed during the last fiscal year, U
Temple
Shrine tonight at 8 o'clock.
miles of levels were run, and 30 bench marks were est
importance to he
Business
ablished. The work done was on the Socorro quad
rangle under the direction of H. H. Chapman. The resulting map will be drawn on a scale of l:C2.500, with a
The lllg'.ilan! .lonie mission ladles'
w ill meet
wi'h Mrs. Ridley, till! South
contour Interval of lit) feet.
During the winter of lfttM-Mr. Chapman measured Walter s'reet. at 3 p. m. Tuesday,
;ind expanded a base at San Antonio, a few miles south. March 13.
of Socorro, for the control of tie Gila river anil pro
There will he a meeting of the diposed reserve. From this base triangtilatlon was extend
rectors of the Commercial club in the
ed northward so as to connect with the astronomical club looms this evening. . All interpier at Albuquerque and with points located in U8H-- 7 ested are re piested to he In a tendfrom the Wingate base and astronomic station. Sixteen ance.
stations were occupied and 15 points
located by!
There will be a regular meeting of
Intersections, but owing to extremely unfavorable condithe Women's Relief CorpB tomorrow
tions final observations could not be obtaifired. Azimuth i.tternoon
at. Red Men's Hall, at 2:30.
observtalons were made at the north base and a check All members are requested to be presAzimuth was observed at Socorro Peak.
ent. Refreshments will be served.
Two areas proposed for forest reserves were ex
After their regular meeting Friday
amined 1y T. F. Rixon. And included the mountains
southenst of Albuquerque and the other the mountains night the Woodmen of the World entertained their mcmlers and friends
north of and adjoining the Pecos River Reserve.
In a manner most pleasing to the
Coal mines in New Mexico were visited by M. R. largo
Music
number in attendance.
Campbell as a member of the committee to conduct coal and dancing was Indulged In and dur
tests at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
ing the course of the evening refreshA brief report on the Zunl salt deposits of New ments were served.
Mexico was written by N. H. Darton for the annual eco
o
At yesterday evening's services In
nomic bulletin.
Episcopal
church a
Several hydrographle stations on the Rio Grande the St. John's
of eight was presented by the
were maintained by V. W. Follett, consulting engineer class
bishop
rector for confirmation by
of the International (Water) Boundary Commissary, and of this diocese, who filled the pulpit
the
the results were furnished to the Survey for publication. at both morning and evening services.
M. C. Hinderlider was in charge of the work In the The offertory at the evening service
northern part of the territory, with headquarters at Den for the bishop's work in New Mexico
ver, Colo.; and J. M. Giles waj In charge of the work in amounted to $21. During the mornthe southern part of the territory, with headquarters at ing service the bishop expressed himCarlsbad, N. M. Stream-gagin- g
stations were main self as being highly pleased with the
tained at Aztec, Farmington," l)gan. Las Vegas Hot work accomplished in Albuquerque
Springs, Cliff, Main street bridge and Reservoir site in and stated that the outlook for the
future was hopeful in the extreme.
l,
Roswell, La Cneva, Weber, Santa Rosa, Carlsbad,
O
Fort Sumner, Rio Grande, San Slarclal, Alma, Los
The services at the First Methodist
Logan.
Alamos and near
church yesterday were of great inter
Considerable progress was made in various parts ot est. A large congregation listened to
the pastor in the morning and In the
New Mexico in extending our knowledge of the distri
bution and relations of the underground water supplies. evening the celebrated traveler and
Tim greater part, of the work was done by W. T. Lee. lecturer, Rev. C. A. Payne, D. D., of
who made Investigations in the vicinity of Las Cruces, Milwaukee, Wis., delivered an illustrated strnion on the "Master of Life."
Albuquerque and other places in the Rio Grande Valley. The
address was Illustrated with
Mr. I.oe also examined the Staked Plains region about
views, using the beautiful
Porlales, to ascertain the extent of the territory in which Hoffman pictures. The serman was a
artesian flows may be expected. C. . Fisher prepared choice gem and was appreciated
ly
and transmitted for publication a report on his Investi an audience that filled the great
gation of the underground waters of the Pecos Valli. church to its utmost capacity.
Mr
in the Roswell district.
A report on Uie geology and .1. W. Reane sang with great svve?t-netand force, the "Holy City," which
underground waters of the Jornado del Muerlo, by C. R.
was illustrated with twelve magnifiKeyes, was sent to the printer during the year.
day
Various reclamation project's have been suggested cent Hoffman views. The entire
by the
was one to he remembered
for New Mexico. Preliminary surveys have been made great congregations attending.
of the lower Rio Grande, of the l'ecos. Hondo, Gallinas,
Sapollo and Canadian rivers.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
A complete survey has been made of the reservoir
and inlet and outlet canals of the Hondo project, which
Wsrs. Westerfeld, Abbott, Gal- is located on the Hondo river, a tributary of the Pecos biaith R"d Gepford, four mighty i..iiit-ei- s
river, in southeastern New Mexico, about twelve miles
of the city, have returned after a
southwest of the town of Roswell. in Chaves county. wi ek's duck hunt along the rivi and
The area and capacity of the reservoir and the quantities swamps In the vlclnfty of Sabinal
to be removed in the Construction of the canals have La Joya. They rt port having add a
been determined. Diamond-dri- ll
borings have been made line nr. 'ng and bagged many u webat various points within the reservoir site to determine footed fowl. They bipught back with
a number and cerlain
the nature of the underlying strata and to ascertain their litem ciitte
)
iniporviousnc; s. Borings have also been made at points friends were ot forgotten.
J. T. Stlva, the superintendent of
where the most important structures will be erected
schools of Sandoval county, and depA complete topographic map

Some of the papers of Arizona are almost silly in
their exultation over the elimination of New Mexico and
Arizona from the statehood bill. The dislike of New
Mexico and the methods employed to defame this territory by most of the papers of Arizona and by those cor-
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Ros-wel-

uinK
y
Citizen
believe, and
of the same opinion, that the position of the statehood
bill in congress Just now, is very favorable for Immediate
single statehood for New Mexico. The amended jointure
bill may be killed in the house, thus keeping out Oklahoma and Indian Territory, though the overwhelming
claims of Oklahoma for admission can scarecly be dis
regarded.
lint politically the admission of Oklahoma
would be a bad move on the part oi the administration
leaders, because Oklahoma is as undeniably democratic
as that she is qualified for statehood. New Mexico, on
the contrary, is as reliably republican as Oklahoma is
democratic. If, then, Oklahoma cannot be left out, New
Mexico should be admitted, thus offesttlng any democratic gains in the senate. This course is so evidently
good politics, that the republican leaders can scarecly be
suspected of overlooking It. Arizona has most emphat
ically declared that she does not want statehood now
Oklahoma should bo admitted. Then, to maintain the po
lltical efinilibrium. New Mexico can be admitted. Thus
there will be but four senators, as proposed, and these
If New Mexico would secure
will be politically tied.
statehood, let her people now strike while the iron is
hot.
y-n-
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Dullness Manager

Wlhat May be Done what
speculation ;is to
Is

D one

X

Press Bulletin 221.

W. T. McCREIGMT

will
deal of
a
lie ihe next move In the statehood Question. The Mil B
amended by the senate will probably be sent to the house
today, but. as stated in the U'lesraphlc service of
The Citizen, the house will not art upon it- - before the
19th, because of the absence of certain members of the
house. Forecasting what did occur in the senute, the
Kansas City Times, two days before the vote was taken,
said:
It is apparent there will be a temporary deadlock between the two nouses if either of the Foraker amendments Is Inserted. The combination of democrats and
republicans who oppose the union of New Mexico and
Arizona has tentatively agreed upon its program In the
vent of the speaker attempting to smother statehood
legislation by a reference to committee where it Is to
remain. The speaker is fully as determined as the senate. If, as now seems probable, the speaker should not
give the house an opportunity to vote, but refer the bill
to- the territories committee. Intending It to die 'there,
the republican and democratic senate combination will
Trait a reasonable time, and then add the Oklahoma and
Indian Territory sections to one of the appropriation bills.
This will be in order because It will not be new legisla-foa measure already passed by the senate. An Interesting question will be raised regarding the house rules.
Tf the Hamilton bill should cass the senate with the
amendments of appropriations recommended by the senate committee. It would necessitate referenece of the bill
when it reaches the House to the committee on territories. Hut if the appropriations In the house bills are not
changed by the senate, it Is contended that the reference
to the comittee will not be In order, but the question
will come directly on the concurrence or
of the house. If this propostlon can ever be brought be
fore the house, there Is ;io Question of the result. The
situation from now on will be a question solely of par
liamentary maneuvers. For this reason the opponents of
the admission of New Mexico and Arizona will oppose
each of the nate amendments changing appropriations
Tin-r- e

New Mexico.
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To Open a Cooking

Class.

SCREEN TIME

Mrs. I'ennoll announces
t ti ii t
she
w ill opt a
her class for cooking for
.nvaii.i- children Tin sdav afternoon. ,r 2 o'clock. at
U'.i
South

Is

ad

H'oin

li

:,

s

wish to coniiiieiu'e
-,

1

STRONG BLOCK.
and

Com-rirsio-

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL

reet. where she desires to

Shipment

Sold on
J. W. MASTERS.
118 West Oold Ave.

here. Door and Window
screens made to order.

Ihe skxxxocxxxxxxxdcocxxxxdoooo
Mi s
coui s.- ii this time.
I'cliuell,
PIONCEft BAKERY
f Miwho w,,s a pupil
ltoicr, has
had t!vv vears' valuable experience in
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor.
dietetic wo,- and is splendidly equip(Successor to Balling Bros.)
ped to teach health cooking.
Many TVEDDINQ CAKE3 A SPECIALTY
b.iv, already expressed w,ejr desire
We desire patronage and we guar
l' join Ihe class, which promises to antee first class baking.
bi- quite successful.
Albuquerque.
207 S. First Street.

tie.

Furniture Crated Tor

7",

A, Lucero

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents . Falrriew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries. MONUMENTS

IIP TO DATE SIGNS
201-21-

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

and

N. Secoad St.. Both Phonea.
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PACE

JUST RECEIVED
IF YOUR GROCER DOES NOT SELL TH

:

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

FAMOUS

AND CARPETS

RUGS

IFI Mir

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

A ID ert

TELL HIM YOU WILL TAKE NONE OTHER

iCHURCH TOOK

MESA CLUB MEETS

OFFICIAL ACTION

THIS EVENING

HENRY C. CORBIN

BAD MIXUP WITH

0

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

I

MAJOR GENERAL

FBher
t

Madame Gross

ELKS' THEATRE

COMPLICATIONS

MOVED TO

MATINEE AND NIGHT,

In Albuquerque Last Night New Fence and Trees for Says Mrs. Watts is Member in Sunday Row Where the Inno- SATURDAY. MARCH 17.
ParK Spring Race
Good Standing-Regre- ts,
cent Suffered and the
En Route from Frisco to
Rowland & Clifford
Meet.
Assault of Her.
Guilty Escaped.
Jefferson Barracks

118

WEST

GOLD

AVt.

i

Call and see samples of
latest Spring Goods,
Ce-citfian-

Present

REMARKABLE

TELLS OF RECENT MORO UPRISING

GkOWM OF WHEAT FRICTION

AT MOUNT OLIVE

TEMPLE JUDGE FOUND HARD NUT

TO CRACK

THE EMPHATIC SUCCESS,

DORA
A general row took place yesterday
The Mt. Olive Baptist cuurch took
The Mesa Agricultural Park asso- elation will hold a meeting this even- - action yesterday in the case of Mrs. morning in the rear of Graham Brothing at which several important mat-- , Salle WaU
saloon. A native, Refugio Arajon
t
wh K ers'
'
by name, was an Innocent participant
ters will be considered. The plan to'
build a fence around the park grounds Charles Penman has been chronicled in the affray and ho was the target for
several "bunches of fives" handed out
will be discussed and also the advis- - before in these columns.
Dramatization of Bertha M. Clay's
Mrs. Watts and Penman attend the by heaven only knows who; Antonio
have a new command. Major General ability of planting trees on the preru-- j,
f amous Hovel.
Armijo,
who
nothing
knew
ses.
s
about
the
mvur.ue
Corbin has just returned from the
neievea u.at
h
Sunday before last it t scrap,
8M(1 church.
w
bewas
each.
ill
case
of
comthe
of
be
in
and
tion
arrested
taken
accused
Philippines, where he was in
that Penman took exceptions: ing one who look a punch at Arajon
As the time is not far distant when
mand for more than a year. He arto
to
membership
bo
Mrs.
Watts
will
claim
C. R. Kel-le- The Sweeteit Story Ever Told
did
not
race
and
miss
horses
mark;
of
the
rived in Albuquerque on N'o. 8 last train loads
a brakeman on the Santa Fe, was
night and was here long enough to wheeled in this direction for work In in the congregation, she being so nearpartake of a lunch at the Alvarado the Overland circuit, it will be up to ly white as to pass inspection mo arrested too, and it developed that he
lunch counter, and to submit to nn the members of the local organization any time 'as a white woman. After landed on most every one but. the WHOLESOME, CLEAN, REFRESH
with a representative ot this evening to make some sort ot a services that evening, Mrs. Watts ab complainant, and last but not least, a
Interview
1NG.
move relative to its intentions in be- leges that Penman approached her. companion o Kelley's, who It. Is claimThe Evening Citizen.
Among
the!
not
belong
to
ed,
tola her she did
landed tho knock out blow, was
,"Ve had intended stopping a day or coming a part of the circuit.
EXCELLENT
PRODUCTION.
so at the Grand Canyon." said the ma- some of the prominent members the church, was no good, never was any the one who succeeded in making his AN
exgood
and was the scum of the earth escape.'
jor general, "but owing to the sched- prospect for racing this spring is
Such was the complicated, puzzling
ule of trains, which would have com- ceedingly dubious and they unhesitat- and she says threatened to assault
Seats on sale at Matson'g Thursday
condition
which
pelled "s to spend too much time ingly say that they fear for the worst. her. Penman was arrested and dis and aggravating
there, we came right en through. I Although the club's grounds have been charged by Judge Crawford owing to Judge Crawford was called upon to March 35.
am en route to St. Louis, .or rather marked out for the track, etc., it has the Introduction of evidence which disseminate this morning in police
Barracks, near St. iJouis, not been constructed and as the rac- showed that Mrs. Watts called Pen- court, straighten out amicably and Matinee
Jefferson
50c and 25c
ing in Albuquerque comes usually in man a liar and which the court con- dispense justice.
where I will take command."
35c, 50c and 75c
This is how it panned on'. Arajon Evening
Speaking of the recent newspaper May, those anxious for the meeting tended aggravated Penman in using
renorts of a battle between united say there wid have to be something the language he did. Then Mrs. Watts tried to explain through a badly batStates troops and a band ot Mwos. lnJ doing in short order, If at all. Agricul notified the police court that an ap- tered mug that some one banged Arpeal would bo taken to his decision mijo who in turn landed upon him. He
In the meantime the Mesa
the Philippines, Major General Cor
tural Park association has began sow- und likewise notified the church as to thought again and concluded that it
bin said:
"The .ieport of an engagement be ing the park land wiih wheat. This what had taken place between her might have been Armijo and maybe
Kvoen United States troops and a band agnculturial move started last week and Penman. The Mt. Olive church some one else for tho bunch of knucknf Moros, near Jolo, at Mount Dajo, iul already fifty acres are planted took the following action yesterday, les that his face collided with proshould not alarm the people or the and strange as it seems have sprouted which was placed in writing and en- duced sundry stars and other pyrotechnics which left his memory in exAmerican authorities in the least, as and give indications of being a flour-thi- s titled, "Letter of Commendation:"
"Be it known to all that it may ceedingly bad shape. From another
uprising of the Moros has no more, ishing crop. The remainder of the 160
significance, as far as the Filipinos acres will be likewise cultivated. An concern: This is to certify that Mrs. witness it appears that a native, other
and their eiviliza'ion is concerned, , i interesting feature about this rapid Sallie Watts is a member of the Mt. than Arajon, was asked to purchase a
than would mi uprising of the Nava-- growih of wheat is that.it has taken Olive Baptist church in good and reg bottle of whisky.. The native declined
jos in New M xico have to do with place without, irrigation. The snow ofjular standing and regrets very much; and in a wordy controversy which
the people of the I'nited Stales and the winter has supplied the necessary the attack made upon her by Charles ensued called Keliey a name which
Penman while she was on her way was resented and made a move to
moisture, it would seem.
their civilization.
home from church Sunday night,! throw off his coat when Arajon came
"The Moros are religious fanatics.
March 4, PtoO.
Ignorant and uncivilized, and they DR. WROTH LOST ALL
Pone by order of out of a side shed with a slab of wood
ch urcii.
in his hand headed for the inside of a
frequtntly get. or are supposed to get,
The finest place in the city to
PATIENCE THIS MORNING
C. U. ItltOOKINS, Pastor,'
'inspirations' from their prophets, to
saloon where he works. When the
spend your idle hours.
they
KfVNA
killed,
McGRKW.
go out and kill or be
and
companion saw Arajon so armed, Ik
MIL1SSIA COLLINS,
tlon't seem to have any particular THINKS HORSEMEN SHOULD TIE
concluded that the native was going
P. A. AUSTIN,
to "butt in" and help his fellow counchoice as to which it may be. They
THEIR NAGS OR STOP KNOCK.
TAYLOR,
,1CUA
tryman; Arajon had no such intenBest brands of Cigars and Tobelieve that if they kill they have
INQ AUTOS.
OLMK AUSTIN,
tions, however. So he fell upon Araobeyed ihe commands of their
bacco always on hand.
JOHN CATLIN',
prophet, and are therefore,
jon, It Is claimed, deliverying a few
Dr. .lames H. Wroth was spinning
".Members of Congregation."
blessed, and if they get killed, they his automobile southward on Second
and right jabs. A general
nilxup then took place among the rest
believe that they will be rewardrd for street shortly before noon today when
sacrificing
of the assemblage. When the smoke
their lives, by being the teum ftf horses ntmehei! tn the PROMINENT COUPLE ARE
awarded a place in the Mohammedan ,lt,lv,,rv waKon of Trotter & Hawkins
of battle cleared It waa fqund that
promised land of future life; so you i.ecame frightened and were dancjn
Arajon was badly worsted and alone
IN
JOINED
WEDLOCK
Proprietor.
see, when tney receive inese inspiia- in tho woods, lie notified the police
ianelng about in a manner w hich
Hons, they are absolutely indifferent led many bystanders to believe that
Second street, Barnett Building.
and to the best of his recollection exAt Hie German
Lutheran church plained what had happened.
s
as to whether they kill or gei killed. they would smash the rig to
Saturday
evening Miss Emma Ru"These Moro tribes are confined to
Judge Crawford summed up by disany
The
moment.
most
a'
tlie archipelago of Sulu, and the Mo- horses were not hitched and this dolph, daughter of Mrs. H. Orund-man- , charging Armijo. He fined Keliey 1 10
and Mr. Bert Walling, connected not for hitting Arajon but because
ros and Sulu tribes often war among aroused the doctor's wrath and he
Th?y are outlaws, to a gave vent to his feelings In vehement with tho Hublis' Laundry, were united Keliey pleaded guilty to striking some
themselves.
marriage, Rev. Wernlng officiating. one else. He regretted very much the
certain extent, from the standpoint wortls d,. wroth thought it an in in
of lioth American and ilipino clviu- jMS(ice to automobillsts who bad Just A large number of friends and the rel- absence of Kelley's companion in
zaiion. Since the American invasion RR much riKhl on tne streets as any atives of the contracting parties wit- court and expressed sorrow for Arajon
EVERY
of the Islands, however, these different )(th(.r vehicle to be constantly the butt nessed the ceremony. The bride was and his inopportune arrival at the seat
tribes have ceased warring among of WOrdv attacks by angry horsemen attended by Misses Maud RadclifTe of hostilities. Court then adjourned.
themselves, and their prophets have wno .rsisted in leaving (heir animals and Elsio Scliroexler, and as the bride
The "lid," from all Indication, was
levo-etheir time to 'inspiring' them unhitched. A large sized crowd gath-- t and groom marched down the aisle not on very tight
iS
war on the American troops, utL.red around to listen to the contro-thei- r to the altar the wedding march from
Ih-ngriwas
played.
The
was
bride
in
this line
attacks and efforts
IS A
the,,, i.einir an officer
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
are spasmodic and there never has who succeeded in quie'ing the inter attired in a beautiful trosseau of white
large
silk
bouquet
a
and
carried
of
general
any
movement on the ested parties and peace again reigned
been
V
white carnations, while the groom was FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for
part of these tribes to attack the supreme.
lioiiselieepini:.
.Mrs.
Mulil
II. E.
attired in the conventional black. The
or
fight American
American troops,
Kraternal Brotherhood orchestra fur-- i
Rutherford, M7 South Mroadway.
authority on the Islands. It. is only VOTERS HAVE SIXTEEN DAYS
nislud the music for the occasion and
the restless element and rovers among
i.iituiii i.iuiiu Tn nrf ifTrft tills hulire. of which lh em, mi fu u Try a Citizen an! ad.
them that from time to time make a
sortie against the American troops,
"UNCLE JOHNNY."
couple a reception in the lodge rooms
and invariably with great loss of life
books wi re placed lonight. The happy pair were the
t
Te registrationregistration
0
to themselves.
4
Imotiis on oipimts of many beautiful and useful
ihe several
"They are bey. nd civilization, in
IS
will
days
they
Saturday,
for
and
ten
among
many
presents,
belli
my opinion, and the only proper way
them
"
to deal with ihem is t
do as the he open for registration of names ( ia,lels, milk bottles, baby carriages,
0
w
i tot eior-'!
which
uuie,
oi uiis
rubber nipples and presents of a like
American troops have done, according
b
lilt, the books will
Ite
on
March
nature galore, all ot which the blush-ito the recent reports from Manila:
wipe 'em out ;!' existence when t hey closed for one day, w hile the boards
bride and cinharrasser groom
mayor
registra'ion
Albuquerque Novelty Works
by
appointed
of
the
with the best nosslble trace.
gi after Hum."
I hey
on
placed
will
be
them.
As tu.y w,,r(, leaUm; the church they
Speaking of die rumors of war with revise
F. S. HOPPING. Proprietor
., wiI, a Vertiable rainstorm
China, ami the "yellow peril." Major exhibition then, to remain six days, w.rf,
321 South Second Street
sev
as
(1
the
,,r ri(.,,t
Mh. .inasmuch
BMli(.s all(l Xha like, from
(eneial
Ju.-- t
received, large shipment of
said that he was of dosiiiK
upon!
to
bond
be
voted
issues ale
wh h iluy beat a hasty retreat,
Cleveland,
Rambler, Columbia, and
the opinion that the reported troubles eral
j
evl-til
ensuing
is
election, it
quite
the
Thu.-- e
in attendance and witnessing
Repairing of all
in China had be.n greatly magnified
Tribune l'.icycles.
prop
every
be
voter should
.,u. eeremonv were Mrs. II. Orund-erlcall.
am' thai there was not the slightest dent tuat
kinds. Refore buying give us
Also,
v,
registered.
that they haveIian Mr ,im', Mrs
ar, Llr. and
danucr of America going to war with
linn;
poll tax r.ceipts, as votes. Mrs. J. A.
their
Mr. and Mrs.
t :. ;ii country.
are likely to be contested on every L. C. Cietitz, .Ksdames K. W. Rich,
The election will C. K. Clark. R. F I'almer of Frankiv. ani' Mrs. Moses Gumhinor of poshibW' grounds.
fort, Ind.; A. II. liixon, Nellie A.
I'enria, Hi., accompanied hy lheir son take place on April 3.
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
Smith. Marion E. Kennedy, K. I. Wili..s!
1'r..rk. rf'rw'd in .Ml.iajuerqne
2oVi West Railroad Ave.
HOTEL FOR RENT
I i'jlu
liams; Misses Edna Rich, tieltua Krae-mer- ,
and w'l! remain for some time
Kraemer, Eva Dixon,
Auto Phone, 320.
lAiira
fur the iieult of their on's healt.i.
They ill l.e Kuests of Mr. and Mi.
Completely Maliel Kennedy, Fay Iouard and Ed
tlold Avenue Hotel,
T. Miietisiennan during ihelr stay la furnished.
John M. Moore Realty na Williams; and Messrs. Sterling.
I'rice, 1'atten, !. F. 1'atchln.
Co.
tin t '.v.

Major General Henry C. C.:rbln.
V. S. A., accompanied by his wife, her
maid and the major general's secretary, was in Albuquerque for a short
time last night, en route from San
Francisco to St. Ixwis, where he will

THORNE.
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MADE TO YOUR ORDER

I

SHIRT WAIST SUITS FROM
SILK WAISTS FROM
WALKING SKIRTS FROM

i

.

BLOW YOURSELF
to a WHITE LILY cigar (a box ot
tfuTTbrand would be better) and watcn

your waist measure expand
with
pleasure and pride. Honestly, the
WHITE LILY is a smoke to make a
sick man well, a well man Jump with
joy that he's alive and fit to smoke It.
All dealers at 5 cents the one; $2.00
'
tho liox of fifty.

1 Brunswick

A.

The St. Elmo

POOL

BARNETT, Prop'r!

JOSEPH

120

,,.

SAMPLE AND

0

CLUB ROOMS

the. selection of proper flour.'
There is no difficulty about this if
Empress flour is chosen. It la bo
good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The best
bread makers use it for that very
reason.

Gussaroff

J
A

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent,

y

I

114 West Copper Ave.

lewvf,.,, I

000000000000OCX300Cc

s

20

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB

OLD

AUSTRIAN

CATHEDRAL
BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery

re-'a-

i

BORRAOAILE & CO.,

117 Gold Avenue

e

'

t

j

Crown Studio

The Majestic

KING OF

uld Coin Flour

LOOSE-LEA- F

BINDERS

Strongest Locking Device
Greatest Expansion
Easiest Manipulated
We are exclusive-

Agent.

li.S.Lithgow&Co.
1IOOKJJINDEHS

oooeooootOioo ooooooooooo
DANGERS OF THE DARK

j

a
0

Telephone the Police
FIRE!
Telephone the Fire
Iiepartnn nt.
ILLINESS!
Telephone

(lie Doctor.

YOU NEED

A

'I

Tho Telep'none is a
ready messenger
IT NEVER TIRES!
The Telephone is an
alert watchman
IT NEVER SLEEPS!

BURGLARS!

(.Vu-bi-

Us

J

Is

"BOOST." t

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most important of all; that

splln-tereen-

,.,

I

THE FIRST LESSON

upiK-rcut-

"KNOCK"

'AVEUt.

Finest Wfiiskias

West Railroad Avenae

'

,,

RAILROAD

O

Parlors

M.

J. RICHARDS

113a WEST

BILLIARD

j

$1800 UP
J10 00 UP
.$1s!o0 UP

EVERYTHING FURNISHED AT THIS PRICE.
DON'T FORGET THE NUMBER
118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

c--

&

0

Plqaes and

Linens.

i

2

0

s,

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

oooooooooo oooooxoooo
OCOC)OCKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

Wootton

&

JEMEZ HOT

Myer,

Real Estate
AND

Ranches

RENTALS

and

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
U'l S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.

M.

SPRINGS

STAGE LWE

Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Ktlday at 6 a. m. For
particulars, address W, L. Trimble
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M.. or J.
B. BLOCK. Proprietor. Perea. N. M.

RANKIN

CO.

&.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
LOANS
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.
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To Get More Strength

IN SANTA FE COUNTY

from Your Food

WRIT OF MANDAMUS PREPARED
TO EJECT THE APPOINTEE OF
COMMISSIONERS.

of people are Marvlnj with
full stomach.
Tin sit lint ion In the assessor's oHloe
You know, it's not how much
Jnst Saturday was Interesting. At l"
Eat, but how we Digest that
o'clock, Saturday forenoon, the hoard
of county commissioners of Sant Ke makes us Strong, or Brainy, or Successful,
Chairman Arthur
rounty convened.
When the Bowels are filled with undiSeliguian presiding, urn) Commissiongested food we may be a great deal
er Jose Inez 'lloylial of the third disworse off than If we were half starved for
trict In attendance.
wint of Food.
lid ward Andrew h, who was appointBecause, food that stays loo long In the
ed) assessor by the board Friday, to
decays there, Just as if it stayed
fill the vacancy caused by the removal Bowels
if Anaslaclo Gonzales, presented his too long in the open air.
signed by
bond In the sum of
A. H. Renehan and Ix-Herscli. preWell, when food decays In the Bowels,
paratory to assuming chaw of the
through delayed and overdue action, what
office to whieh he was appointed.
Declares Appointment Invalid.
happens
District Attorney Abbott, who was
The millions of little Suction Pumps
present. Informed the Ixxird that the that line the Bowels and Intestines then
appointment made by it was not valid. draw Poison from the decayed Food,
Ho presented the commission of Instead of the Nourishment they were
Olenville A. Collins, who was appointed by Governor Hagernian to be intended to draw.
This Poison gets into the blood and,
.assessor of Santa He county, and also
.a receipt from a security company for In time, spreads all over the body, unless
a bond for Mr. Collins. The letter's the Cause of Constipation is promptly
oath of office was also presented at-by removed.
IMstrlct Attorney Abbott, and the
That Cause of Constipation is Weak,
tention of the board was called to or Lazy, Bowel Muscles.
the fact that the receipt for the bond
from the security company was approved by Judge John R. McFle.
grow flabby
When your
The board declined to recognize Mr.
Collins as assessor, but did recognize they need Exercise to strengthen them
its own appointee, Mr. Andrews. The not " Physic" to pamper them.
There's only one kind of Artificial
latter having had charge of the books
and papers and paraphernalia of the Exercise for the
office as deputy assessor, continued
Its name Is "CASCARETS," and its
his possession of the office.
price Is Ten Cents a box.
Petition Prepared.
Cascarets act like Exercise on the
Saturday afternoon.
Mstrict At- Muscles of the Bowels, and make them
torney E. C Abbott prepared an ap- - stronger every time they force these
plication for a petition for a writ of Muscles to act naturally.
mandamus to Judge John R. McFle. j
The stronger these Muscles propel the
which writ Is to direct Edward An- - j
food,
the stronger does the friction of the
papers
books,
drews to turn over the
on the flow of Digestive Juices.
act
food
asparaphernalia
office
of the
of
and
The more of these Juices that act on
sessor of Santa Fe county to Glen-vlll- o
A. Collins,
food, the more Nutriment does that food
the appointee
Hagerman.
turn into, and the richer nourishment da
The situation will clear shortly, as the little Suction Pumps of the Intestines
It Is a well established rule In this draw out of It.
territory that the commission of the
governor Is prlma-faci- e
evidence that
the holder thereof is entitled to the cured by the company nnd the test
possession of the office to which he made thereon.
has lieen appointed.
It is an idea of those who expressed themselves at the meeting, to
secure a franchise from the county
TO DEVELOP
commissioners to furnish water for
the
town of Estancla, as soon as It
ARTESIAN WATER has sufficient
growth to make such a
scheme feasible.
A nice beginning of the list, was
CITIZENS OF ARTESIA WILL ORami no
GANIZE
STOCK COMPANY
TO made' before adjournment
SINK TEST WELL.
doubt the committee will meet with
good success. Our people should not
At a meeting of a number who are wait for the committee to call upon
Interested in the matter of an at- them, but decide beforehand what
tempt for artesian water, held ut each can do, and see any member of
says the Estancia the committee, whose names we give:
the postoffice,
News, ways and means for making a It. A .Marble. J. R. Walsh, N. S. Rose,
test were discussed and it was H. B. Hawkins, Berry I,. Flues, J. F.
thought best to form a stock com- Lasater, Otis Bayless, Chas. Meyers,
pany and make a thorough test.
A Alf. Means and J. M. Terry.
committee was named to call upon
the citizens of the valley and aocure FATHER UNDER ARREST BUT
NOT ACCUSED OF CRIME.
any subscriptions which may be given
toward such, a proposition, and after Albert Akin, the father of the Inall have been given an opportunity to fant that was murdered and thought
.subscribe, a stock company is to be to have been burled alive by its
incorporated of those having thus mother, near Lakewood, on Sunday
subscribed.
As soon as possible, a night, January 7th, has been placed
piece or patented land is to be se under arrest, accused of complicity in

LOTS

Bowel-Muscl-

es

Bowel-Muscle- s.

I

SM

It needs only one Cascaret at a tlmo
enough,
without purging, discomfort or loss of
nutrition.
So, If you want the same natural
action that a
walk In the country
would give you, (without the weariness)
take one Cascaret at a time, with Intervals
between, till you reach t.'ifl exact condition you desire.
to ctimulate all the

Bowel-Muscl-

CANNOT BE EXCELLED. SEE
THAT YOUR ORDER CALLS FOR

six-mi-

One Cascaret at a time will properly
cleanse a foul Breath, or Coated Tongue,
thus proving clearly Its ready, steady,
sure, but mild and effective action.
A coming Headache can be warded off.
In short order, by a single Cascaret, and
the cause removed.
Heartburn,
In the throat, and Colicky feeling are sure
signs of Bowel trouble from food poisons,
and should be dealt with promptly
One Cascaret will stop the coming
trouble, move on the Bowel load, and free
the Digestive Juices, if that one Cascaret
Is taken as soon as the first sjgns are
noticed.

M

find

FfiGHyjir

Acid-rlsln-

g,

Don't fail to carry the Vest Pocket
Cascaret Box with you constantly.
them over ten
All Druggists sell
million boxes a year, for six years past.
Be very careful to get the genuine
made only by the Sterling Remedy ComEvery
pany and never sold In bulk.
tablet stamped "CCC."

tr FREE TO OUR FRIENDS!

easily secured if the land holders In
tho vicinity of the town are prompt
In giving the company oil and gas
leases. A considerable body of land
Is desired and the proposition made
to leasers is a liberal one, says the
Farmlnfeton Times-Hustle- r.

Secret
is Out

Torture by Savages.
"Speaking of the torture to which
some of the savage tribes in the Philippines subject their captives, reminds
me of the intense suffering I endured
for three months from Inflammation
of the kidneys," eays W. M. Sherman of Cushlng, Me. "Nothing helped
me until I tried Electric Bitters, ihree
bottles of which completely cured me.''
Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia, blood
disorders end maJarla; and restores
the weak and nervous to robust health
Price
Guaranteed by all druggists.

Co. Make
J. H.'O'Rielly
Public
Formula of
the Guaranteed
Cure for Stomach Troubles.

want te send te enr friends a beautiful
GOLD PLATED BONBON BOX.
In colors.
It Is a twintr for the
dressing table. Ten cents In stamps Is asked as a
measure of rood faith and to cover cot tot Cascarets.
717
with which iEliZiinty trinket li loaded.

50c.

We

Frroch-dettrne- d,

y,
Send
mentioning this paper. Address
Sterling. Remedy Company. Chicago or New York.

FELL AND BROKE
HIP AT BARN.
William K. Irwin, who was in ttie
city this week from his ranch In the
sou: h western part of the
county,
started on his way home Monday evening, but stopped all night at the
h;mp of Lou Chandler, three miles
east of here, says the Springer Stockman. Tuesday morning, while In the
barn, a ladder leading to the upper
story of the barn broke with him,
and he fell violently to the floor below,
dislocating his left hip. Dr. Leftorge
was. called and dressed the Injuries,
but It will be two or three weeks before lie Is able to get around much.

the Vrime. says the Carlsbad Argus.
HlSitirrest was made more in order
to make thorough the Investigation of
the crime than, for any other purpose, as most of the officers believe
him guiltless.
He was arrested at
his old home, near Gate, Oklahoma
territory, by Sheriff Cicero Stewart
of Eddy county, who brought him to
Carlsbad. The case will come up before the grand Jury at the .term of
the district court, which opened here
A Lively Tussle.
on Monday.
The father has not the
with that old enemy of the race, conslightest criminal appearance.
He stipation,
often ends in appendicitis.
was a model prisoner from the time
To avoid all serious trouble with Rtom-ach- ,
he was placed under arrest.
liver and bowels, take Dr. King's
New Life Pills. They perfectly regOIL MOVEMENT IN
ulate these organs, without pain or
SAN JUAN COUNTY. discomfort.
25c at all drug stores.
contemplates
A movement, which
A MOVE FOR SPEED.
either the development of oil. natural
gas or artesian water, has been startE. M. Sunday has disposed of his
ed, headed by a number of enterprismule team and substituted a couple
ing people of Farmington,
who are of husky bay horses, which, we beconfident of the outcome, nnd who are lieve, will get his dray over the
not afraid to risk, some money' in the ground with more rapidity. Antwerp
proposition. A very few citizens have (O.) Bee.
subscribed enough money to sink a
A Citizen want ad will get the busi2,000 foot well, and a development
fund of five times as much can be ness. Try one.

J. H. O'Rielly & Co., very anxious
a remedy which they
to have
sell under a guarantee as a cure for
stomach troubles, tested rigidly In
every case of heartburn, acute dyspepsia, wind on the stomach, loss ot
a,ppetlte, annoying dreams, sleeplessness, general weakness and debility,
or where the vital powers need restoration, and the digestive organs do
not art as they should.
a
Is composed of Bismuth,
subgallate, by all odds the very best
medicine known for Intestinal diseases.
With this Is combined cerium oxalate, a standard remedy in the treatment of all Irritation of the stomach and digestive organs.
Sodium bicarbonate Is then added
to overcome the excessive acidity usually present In stomach troubles, and
nux vomica for its general tonic and
powers.
A large box of Mlona tablets is sold
for fifty cents by J. H. O'Rielly &
Co., with an absolute
guaraniee of
curing, or money refunded.
EVENTS

COMING

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim, No, 2072.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
March S, 190C.
Notice la hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim, under
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
he made before the United States
commissioner at AJbuquerque, N. M.,
on April 17, 1906, viz., Emliio Sanchez,
for the small holding claim No. 2072,
In sections 24 and 25, township 7
north, range 2 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, of Per-altN. M.; Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Fernlnlo Perea, of
Peralta, N. M., and Manuel Alderete,
of Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
cf the interior department, why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
f that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
cross-examin-

NOTICE

j

j

e

March 17 Dora Thorne.
March 24 Ellery's Royal Italian
It will not cost you a cer.t to try
band.
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
March 31 Charles Hanford Com- Tablets, and they are excellent for
pany in Shakspearian Plays.
stomach troubles and constipation.
Get a free sample at any drug store
A Scientific Wonder.
The cures that stand to its credit
MEN AND WOMEN.
make Bucklen's Arnica Salve a scienCm Btc O for on oat ami
(liflrlira,intiatunmtioost
tific wonder. It cured E. R. Mulford,
IOMi
or ulcerations
Irritation
lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry,
H
ITtftUM,
of mtlniiim mattihruna
1VtmiU Conttulfla.
nn n
I.'i.
Waynesboro, Pa., of a distressing case
iTHEEVMSpllEMOTUCO.
of piles. It heals the worst burns,
, GinClHMATI.O STTTii
Sold j irinlits,
sores, bolls, ulcers, cuts, wounds, chilcr nt
plain wrapper.
blains and salt rheum. Only 25c at
all drug stores.
I

R

Saw THE

eidemce

Secftiomi? tS&y

PUBLICATION.

above-mentioncross-examin-

0

Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Itch,
Ring Worm, Herpes, Barbers'
Itch.
All of these diseases are attended
by intense l'.ching, wnich Is almost instantly relieved by applying Chamberlain's Sarve, and by Its continued uso
a permanent cure may be effected, t
has, in fact, cured many cases that
had resisted other treatment. Price
25 cents per box.
For sale by all
druggists.
--

"I

WERE YOU

FOR

(Small Holding Claim No. 548.)
Department of the interior. United
states uana omce, santa Fe, N. M.,
March 5, 190fi.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim tinder
Sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3. 1891 (26 Stats.. 854). as
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
proof will bo made before the U. S.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M., on April 14, 1906, viz: Pilar
Vigil, for the Lot 1, Sec. 25, T. 7 N.,
R. 2 E.. and In Sec. 30, T. 7 N.. R. 3
E., lot 2, Sees. 25 and 26. T. 7 N., R.
2 E-- , and Tract A In lot 3. In Sec. 35,
T. 7 N., R. 2 E-- , and Tract B, lot 3.
Sec. 35, T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 2.
T. 6N..R.2E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said trnct for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Edward F. Otero, of AKiuquerque,
N. M.; Sisto Baco y Baca, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Placido Salazar y
Otero,, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest against the allowance of said
proof, or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of the Interior Department
why such proof should not be allowed
will bo given an opportunity at the
time and place to
e
the witnesses of said
claimant, and to offer evidence in
rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
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Did. Youi Go Do with

ot Up?

Ts.le Notice

Sit Up, Yoa Home-BiMei- r!

fXCRX

Ymn Iirwestor!

BKI

that Albuquerque is a city; a steady, rapidly growing CITY Do you know the critical stge
long passed; that no matter where or how this Territory may develop, Albuquerque
demands her toll; that she is IT

DO you realize

a

You Men Who Dream

of Money

B

is

SB

Again, You Conservative Speculators

DO you know we own the "CAPITOL HILL OF ALBUQUERQUE?"
That we possess the limited supply of what, from this time forth, MUST be in

DO you know

that Silver Avenue and the adjacent blocks comprise the
CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION? That, beginning at one park, and
ending at another, it will also be parked on both sides throughout its length?

much demand? That we, and we only, have THE HEIGHTS THE SLOPE
THE VIEW? That, in one compact tract, only eight blocks from the heart of
the city, we hold over fifty blocks to be devoted to residence purposes exclusivelyNo Factoreis, No Stores, No Saloons, No Boarding-houseetc? That
we own our own water plant and will furnish you water, piped to your property
line, at a price guaranteed to be less than the present rates? That we have established two large parks, and, at our expense, will build the cement walks
and line the streets with trees?

That, on this street, a building-lin- e
is drawn beyond which no dwelling may
project? That, though no time limit is imposed, yet here no residence, when
constructed, shall cost less than $4000? That these excluding clauses follow in
all deeds and assure to the purchaser and his heirs, for all time to come, his
home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such

s,

efyywTWjriyggji-rrwi- i-

'T1

I

inwwn f.S!inmv

JUST SIXTY SITES

OA? THIS AVENUES
100x132 Feet, WOO to $1200! Think

you Ambitious
Borrow if Neccessary; But Buy! Wait, and Someone Will be Glad to Treble
Your Price! We Hold Not All the Best, but the Best of All!

We Now Offer Building Sites,
rjaij-Ji-t----

ti!ri

jwmh.we

c-fG- ri;

33X2

The Terrace Addition Improvement Company
M.
P. S1AMM, Secretary and Selling Agent

FSlan;
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PAGE SEVEN

THIRD STHEET

PgrossTk

Meat Market

CSSI1SS3BKSX3

By All Odds the Best Made

Kinds of Fresh and 8alt Meat.
Steam 8ausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonlo Building, rsortn Third Street.
A

What Is It?

Thos. F. Kclchcr
PAtNTS,

Got d Coin Flot

OILS,

VARNISHES
BRUSHES.

.

AND

Leather, Harness. Saddles, Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
K9 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
Established In 1882

Sec That Yotir Grocer Gives You Gold Coin Flour

r. G.

PRATT &TCO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Hekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden's Granite Flour.
the car Just preceding
them jumped a frog and started tip
another track, which naturally
eil a wreck. In neither case
was anybody hurt.

1

j

J.
Both Phones

SE-

CURE BARGAINS IN

J

rlfxlftN HARNESS
w saddl
m nlf

L E S

ETC,
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Fe at that wiint. but who
for, the Santa
.
Al
nn,1ln.. Lilt; ...t.AH
In
111
111 MM Ulg
unn 1.lltt.ll
WIUICI
m
the V.A..
buquernue for ihe benefit of his
city yesterday.
health, the guest of Hyatt Adair, loM. J. Drury, master mechanic
for cal manager of the Pintsch Gas comthe Santa F"e at Winslow, was a via- - pany, has returned to Topeka, much
Improved In health, and will .resume
ltor In the city yesterday.
his duties.
A. liannann, superintendent or the
water service on ihe coast lines ot Judge Mills has appointed M. H.
the Santa Fe, spent Sunday In this Stockton. T. F. McAullffe and Hugh
Smith appraisers to fix the value of
city, going west, this morning.
lands under condemnation proceed,-Ing- s
for the right of way for the St.
C. V. WEillney, superintendent
in
chaise of construction work on the Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific road
,
Helen
was in the city over east of Raton.
Sunday, returning to Helen last night.
The Raton Reporter says: The St.
C. W. Cook, traveling freigiu
and Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific
passenger agent for the Santa Fe road has commenced to lay tracks
in the district of the southwest,
They exIs from Preston to Cimarron.
spending the day in the city, talking pect to put in the first three miles of
freight rates and excursion projects. track by hand, and after the laying
of i hat will then use track laying maConductor J. H. Oorniley, who has chinery, which will enable them to
heen laying off several months suffer- lay it very rapidly. The company is
ing with injuries received, the result making all haste to get intj Cimarof an accident, is at work again on ron.
the Raton division.
There were two smashups in the
Frank Somers, formerly conductor
on the north end, and for the past local yards last night, and as a result
two coal cars and one box car were
few weeks acting
trainmaster, has
to the repair shops this mornhas heen appointed trainmaster fot taken
ing. Both mishaps occurred within
the n rth division.
I'M
yards of Railroad avenue. The
A. K. Spivey. a sin
of Captain coal cars were in a heap in one place
Spivey. of the Harvey system, who and the box car had a wreck by
spent the winter in this city, left yes- - itself. The former were loaded with
icruay ior lopeka, Kan., where he will black diamonds, while the latter was
attend school during the cuming sum- heaped full of coke. The box car had
not been shoved in the dear, and
mer.
judging from the shattered condition
llcrnian Swity.tr, manager of the of one corner. It had been hammered
local Harvey curio rooms, left last by a whole train of passing cars. The
night for Kl Paso, where he goes on a coal cars were In the center of a
inlif imsiness trip connected with lone: strinz of cars, mul Imlflno- tmm
the Harvey people's concessions
in !'be depth to which they burrowed
int.) the ground, the train was going
the new I'nion depot there.
Engineer A. McCready and C. K
Donnelly had their engines equipped
-ssar luu&ua' tsssssr
with sieam and electricity in order to
rr,s&T.
yJtiiTfr
tiHrram.
Golden
State special from
take tile
La Junta to Albuquerque, the special
leaving l a Jtinia this morning.
cut-otT-

II. Isaacs, coast
lines baggage
agent for the Santa Ke, arrived in
ihe ci y Saturday aud Joined the big
delegation of general baggage agents
who passed through Albtiqut rque Saturday, accompanying them to
,os
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BUYING DAYS

EASY TERMS

n d

Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
BUTCHER HELPER SHOOTS
pumpLUMBER JACK IN HAND and supplies and horse-powe- r
ing outfits.
IN JONES' SALOON.
REGARDING THE SOCIAL EVIL-WA- NTS
Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.
TO KNOW WHAT BEThe logging; camp of Ketner has
CAME OF THE CITY ORDINANCE. tcome forward again with Its usual
periodical tragedy. A couple of weeks
'I'd like to know," said the Close ago a man bv the name of Slocum
Observer, as he cocked his feet upon waa i.oaten to death with n six
the table, and l.lew the smoke from a sh0oter by a native bartender
This
clear Havana, ceilingward, "what has tlme a natVe by the name of rtinvpo
become cf the ordinance governlng,a imtu.r jack ln the' employ of the
the social evil, of which we heard so American Lumber company, was shot
much a few weeks ago. I have ob- the hand by E. I). George, who was
served that we still have the evil with working for the butcher supplying
us, and in the same old way.
(meat for the lumber camps.
"I noticed yesterday," continued the
According to Deputy Sheriff Jose
.
C. O., "Hint the
girls of the deml-- I'adllla, who was in the city last
monde were out in spring attire, par-- ; night, with George, en route to Ios
ailing up and down the main stem of.Lunas, to place the prisoner In the
pedestrian stunts, in 'Valencia county jail, the shooting
the berg,
fact, all over the town. I noticed took place on Saturday niplit, in the
PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
them stopping and conversing with saloon of Charles .Tones. The men
Kowp warm and enjoy the cold
had been drinking and were playing
certain gentlemen (?) even.
dnyn by wearing
"I understand that n certain chair- cards. Chaves bad knocked some
man of the finance committee of the chips on the floor, and as ho reached
city council, Is holding up the or- to get them, George let go bis
Frost King
Whether intentional or not,
dinance mind you. I say, I understood
Gt Frost Queen
that such is the case, though just why the bullet struck Chaves ln the hand,
Chamois Vest
any one should hold up anything in but the wound was not considered
fttido of ctinmott, rofnforcm
this city, where they are so liberal serious enough that the wounded man
with flannel light, toft and comfort nlflo,
that they give things away, I fall to should be brought .here for a surgical
Like everything t
operat Ion.
In thU
understand.
oi urn
Padilla continued on to Los Lnuas
"Now, we legislated in the city
to give entire ftutitirdct ion.
council against this social evil; we last night, with his prisoner, where
Fon Sale Ht
passed an ordinance, and we had the he will be held until the shooting jan
be Investigated by the grand jury.
attorney draw up the ordinance
The Williams
Co.
what I want to know. Is what has be- FARMER AT SANTA
come of it, and why is it not being
BLUE FRONT STORE.
CLARA PUEBLO RESIGNS
put Into effect? At. any rate, even if
Both phones.
Samuel F. Stracher, farmer at the 117 W. Railroad Ave.
the ordinance has' not been passed, I Santa Clara pueblo and in charge ot
police,
think the
or whoever has au the Santa Clara Indian reservation.
thority in the premises, should See haa
In rlntA A tirll 1 nnmln?
to It that those of the under world jMr siracher' will return to Oklahoma!!
" "Ul ' "J ue
!5Wa8,"Y8 uurl.nK T",The position is under civil service and
iiij, "J i nave iiuueeu i ueui uoum lue will be filled by appointment by the
V
I 1 I
J
past tew days, can t your paper
Indian office In Washington.
The Scribe ma.de a quick
down the elevator shaft, and did not
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
catch the last words of the C. O.
Room 17. N. T. Armijo Building.
REPORTED ARREST OF
and CURE
LUNGS
TOTI A GftAOi
CHENOWETH IN SOCORRO.
It is reported that Howard Cheno-weth- ,
Dealers in Qroceries, Provision, Hay,
WITH
the Grant county murderer, has
Grain and Fuel.
I'oen arrested at Ojo Caliente, in
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Of course, he will put up a
and Cigars. Place your orders for
stiff fight to keep from being extrathis line with us.
dited, as he has fifty years in the penNORTH THIRD STREET.
rONSUMPTION
Price
itentiary before him, and no further
OCXDOOOC)OOCOOOOOOOOOOOOCX:s
OUGHS
and
B0e$1.00
chance for an appeal to the supreme
OLDS
Free Trial.
court.
American Block
Cerrlllot
Barest anil Uuickest Cure for. all
Doctors Are Puzzled.
The remarkable recovery of Kenneth' THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or M0NE1 BACK.
ilclver of anceboro, Jle., Is the subject of much Interest to the medical
fraternity and a wide circle of friends.
He says of his case: "Owing to severe!
CARPET
CLEANING
inflammation of the throat and con-- A STEAM
gestion of the lungs, three doctors a
COKE - MILL WOOD
THORNTON ThO Cl0anr
gave me up to die, when, as a last re - 4 Cleans everything.
He Is the
KINDLING
sort, I was Induced to try Dr. King's
Furniture Man. Moving, pack-in- g
New Discovery and I am happy to say,
and shipping, unpacking and
It saved my life." Cures the worst
setting up, and is no upstart at
coughs ami colds, bronchitis, tonslll the business. There Is no othtls, weak lungs, hoarseness and la
er Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
DOTH 'PHONES
grippe. Guaranteed at all drug stores.
737 South Walter Street.
50c and $1.00.
Trial luttle free.
OOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
NA-TIV- E

LOW PRICES
Do you Intend buying a vehicle to enjoy the summer months? If you do
e A
don t pass us hy. we don t urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
have many gool styles within tho range of modest Incomes. Top Bug- - if
gles, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of all kinds. T
V
Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see us.

Aibuquerque
Carriage
Col
Corner Flrt and
Road.
Tljmr

A

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Botlding Supplies
'

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones
Just received two carloads of
Carriages,

,

Third and Marquette

Buggies,

fine

Runabouts

and Phaeton.

SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOV
TAKE

J. KORBER

cough

the

Dr. King's

1

Both 'Phones
matlc, 671.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C. Raldrldge's Lumber yard.

'
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W.H.Hahn&Co

'j

Mjsrjzuvr

gasgw

MEXICO.

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

Urn Discovery

Ton

& CO.,

NEW

NEW WORK
had far better bo done right la the
beginning, as thereby endless repairs
are unnecessary. That is why It
pays to have your plumbing installed
by first class workmen. Real estate
owners never regret their contracts
with the Standard Plumbing Co., as
they have tho best of reasons for appreciating tho care, skill and experience exercised by men who are thorough masters of their trade.

.lis

$6.00 Per

THROUGH OUR.

REPOSITORY.

ALBUQUERQUE,

get-awa-

KILLtme

A LOOK

LARGE

Drua

M,

&

Colo., Red 284; Auto- -

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican
style, go to South Third street, corner
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will be
served promptly at any hour of the
night. Prices will be from 25c to 30c.

M. GRENADINO & CO.

DRAGOIE

Dealers ln
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
N. PEACH & CO.
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
all kinds of Fresh Meat
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash- Automatic 'phone, BIS. Office,
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERCE.N. M.
West Oold Avenue.
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Located on the Belen

Cut-o- ff

ot The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa

fe

0

Railway

38len is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
lots, size 25x142 feet," laid out with broad 80 and
business and resldf-uet
eueets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; pubUs school house, costchurches, Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishment ln New Mexico; tho Belen Patent Holler mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; tiree hotels,
restaurants, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour.'wbeit, wine, beans and bay ln Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated.

Of
ing

l.UOU

$16,000;

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS Or THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

The lots offered are ln the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation)
coal sad wood ysrd. drug store, harness s&op, etc, etc. Also a Brst-cla- s
modern hotel.

leg.

for a number of
years a train dispatcher at Needles,
but who has been for the past jhrec
years living in tbe south and fast, returned lo Needles the first of last
week, and will prolahly connect himself with the Santa Ke telegraph office there.
Fred H'ondUini. 'if Topeka. Kail.,
foinieiiv wiii the ear depart incut f
AV.

.1.

I

CARRIAGE

USUAL TRAGEDY

OBSERVER

3

THESE ARE

JOHNSON

&'

AugeU-s-

il;ffi-rcn-

A. D.

C5 O BS
9
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

iW

Giorge H. Harris, president or thei
lluiiingion. was in the city a short
time liiM night, en route to the south-west with a parly of friends in his!
private car. The par goes from here!
to the Grand Canyon and thence on
points m California.
in
The Santa Rosa Sun says: William
Heveridge. .who speaks of himself as
Hie oMest scab ill these shops, ha resigned his position and will hie him
in hi ranch in Roosevelt county,
along the ci. ...f. He has worked in
lhe.--e
slio's for two years and is a
g ,od steady man.
a A jury in the dlstric. court at Ien-ton- ,
Texas, returned a verdict in faI.. Seruggs vs. tne Missouri,
vor of
Kansas k Texas railroad, awarding
the plaintiff daniagts In the sum of
tti.i'iJ.'i for personal injuries. Scruggs
was run over by a switch engine and

Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatlo Telephone, 174.

taiior-mftd-
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BACKOFF.

real
PUBLIC.

porfoct-tittiu-

RAILROAD TOPICS
Ci

"Red Wagons"
O.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

In

insurance;

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped launder? a machine 'with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shriek them, bring them to
and we will straighten them out for you.

.

We arc offering some very s pedal prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to got out prices before you buy.

Dr. William H. Burr, surgeon

ma

D. A. SLEYSTER
estate-nota- ry

I

ROBES

the Santa Fe at Gallup, was

CL0E

MAKES PERTINENT REMARKS

S

D

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

all Druists

THE

I

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Cures Soro Throat

Sole Agen.s for Hoosier Kitchen

TO

Best on

Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
214 South second Street.

All
iFcW
Rheumatic Pains
Aches
I
HI

Cor. Coat and Second

creamery Butter
Earth.

Governor Hagerman has addressed
letter to the secretary of the Interior
highly recommending the Ijis Vegas
reservoir project and urging that the
United States reclamation service
take charge of It. The governor asks
J
speedy action by the secretary of the
interior in the matter. In the letter
he says that the location is from a
natural standpoint, the best he has
ever seen. The amount of water will
be superabundant, the lands will be
all subscribed for In advance of the authorization, the products will all find
a ready market at home, and the fuAt
ture pi'esslngly demands the bringing
In of more agricultural
lands. The
Prica21?J0f&100
Dr Earl S. Sloan RoMon Mas
governor urges an Immediate appropriation for the work if it can be, by
any possibility secured by the departKETNER HAS ITS
ment.

D. EMMONS.

THIS CHANCE

Hllliboro

STRONGLY FAVORS LAS
VEGAS RESERVOIR PROJECT.

second shioment.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

FOUND AT LAST

Groceries

pre-clpit- a

of Re.
In buying our 1906
dison
now
have
frigerators; and
play a beau'.ifvl line of the celeRefrlgeratort.
brated BALDWIN
Come early and get your pick and
if we can't suit you from stock we
will get your order in with our

Wholesale Grocers

Staple and Fancy

some when

WE ANTICIPATED
YOUR WANTS
stock

& CO., INC.

;

GO OVER

no band or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND
We need a

first-clas-

s

WtT

NORTH

AND BOUTH

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOT TO

Coapman,

JOHN BECKER,

The
Company
Improvement
Belen
Town
and
President
WM. M.BEPvGER,
USSUV

LkJClP

BSSSBP'

W

Secretary

i

ALBUOUEHOUK EVENING CITIZEN'

PAGS EIGHT.

LOCAL AND
M

4

A

PERSONAL
DAY AND WEATHER.

i

Colder, with snow In north
rain In south portions tonight
Tuesday.

SHOES PLEASE

OUR

Fashionable to the highest
The eye, the r'ot and the pockotbook.
degree, they have dlstlnguishlnn marks that raises them ahove the
ordinary and makes them stand out conspicuously In comparison with
the usual knld. Every pair Is carefully inspected, to see that they
are rightly made to fit the. foot properly and comfortably.
Our prices are the very lowest, consistent with reliable quality.

JJUwA v
$2.50 to $4.00
to $3.00
$1.50 to $4.00
$1.25 to $3.50
85 to $2.25

Dress Shoes
Men's Heavy Shoes
Women's Shoes
Women's Low Shoes
Children's Shoes

Men'

$1-7-

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
wuen purchased at P. r. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
light flavor to all dishes Into which
Uiey enter.
This is because we al
ways procure the best manufactured
We find out first what brands are re
liable and personally guarantee them

F. F. TROTTER
OPVRlGH

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second

Geo. W.Hlckox

The

street.

T.JY. Maynard

Co.

Hickox-Mayna- rd

IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST AND
THE BEST. OUR WATCH REPAIRING AND OPTICAL DEPARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED.

The Arch Front

South Second Street

JUST

Ifif

The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
healthy and. wholesome. Chocolates and
the purest of the
pure.
bon-bon-

J. H. O'RIELLY

Druggists

CO ,

Barnett Building

SASH

MAIL ORDERS PROMITLV FILLED

Albupuerque Lumber Co.

nn
H

E? JUl

m
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territory.

and
Mrs. NillI U. Field and Miss Ab
and bott, of thi
ity: Misses Nichols and
.Tones, of lliivcrhlll. Mass., guests ol
Miss Abbott, and Miss Oter of Santa
Sun rise, 6:17; set, 6:04; length of Fe. who are on a tour of California,
day, 11:47. Moon will rise at 8:22 nr. nnir nt Knn Hranrisco. iney are
this evening. The day has been cloudy, expected to return to New Mexico the
winay and coio. init was predicted coming Saturday.
by weather forecast published In The
W, O. Ward, city editor of
Citizen from Washington, D. C. On theCharles
Las Vegas Optic, but recently adthis day In 1879, there were disast mitted
to the bar as a practicing at
rous floods in Hungary.
torney, spent Sunday In this city,
leaving this morning for his home, ac
ARRIVAL. OF TRAINS.
companied by Mrs. Wtird, who has
been here for some time past visiting
No. 1 About one hour late.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. II. M.
First No. 7 On time.
mlnules
Second No. 7 Forty-fiv- e
late.
The regular Sunday concert, at Trac
Nos. 4 and 8 On time.
lion Park was not as largely attended
No. 9 Thirty minutes late.
yesterday afternoon as usual, owing
to the windy weather, but the program
Don't Forget to Use
rendered by the First Regiment band
FAMOUS GOLD COIN FLOUR.
was just as good as any that have
Best and Cheapest.
gone before,
"he concerts are proving of much interest to lovers of brass
John Becker, of Helen, was a visitor band music.
In the city yesterday.
Frank Fesler, who was located at
Thomas Fllzslmmons, of Itaton, Is Gallup
a short time ago, In the em
In the city transacting business.
ploy of the Santa Fe road, is now
Attorney Frank Ackerman returned at Kansas City, and has accepted the
last night from a two weeks' visit in position of editor and manager of the
Chicago.
labor Record. Mr. Fesler has hart
The Good Government league will considerable experience as a news
meet this evening In Red Men's hall paper writer, and he will make good
In his present position.
at 7:30 o'clock sharp.
Wm. Dolde, proprietor of the Cash
Charles Neustadt was in the city
from Grants yesterday, the guest of Buyers' Union Htore, on South Second
street, was up and around the store
friends. He returned west today.
He hus been seriously
B. Ruppe left yesterday for Santa this morning.
the past week with pneumonia, and
Fe, where he goes to attend the meet- ill
he Is just recovering from that ill
ing of the territorial board of phar- ness.
Mr. Dolde states that, with his
macy.
present Illness, he has had four at
gone
who
has
Governor Hagerman,
tacks of pneumonia.
to Roswell on business, will return to
Spitz,
B. Spitz, accompanied Mrs.
the territorial capital tomorrow after- Mrs. Noa Ilfeld and Mrs. James
noon.
Grunsfeld back to Albuquerque from
Assistant United States Attorney El Paso the other morning. The gen
Medler returned yesterday from Santa tleman had been to New York, purFe, where he nad been attending to chasing the spring and summer stock
legal matters.
of goods for the Phoenix Dry Goods
G. O. Blythc, a switchman In the El store, and on being Informed of the
Paso & Southwestern yards, El Paso, death of his wife's father, Mr. Schutz,
was run over by freight cars Saturday went over the Rock Island to El Paso,
where he arrived In time to attend the
morning, and killed.
ami burial, and accompanied
Constable James Smitti returned funeral
daughters iack to their
this morning from a visit to his the bereaved
brother, at Pasadena, Cal. Mr. Smith homes In this city.
The funeral and burial of Fred
wns absent from the city a week.
the banker of Canon City,
O. A. Matson & Co. are giving away
Colo., took place in that city, yestersix gross of colored kites, and in a day afternoon.
The deceased wb a
e In evifew days tue result will
brother of Joshua a. and Jefferson
dence in red specks all over the city. Ttaynolds,
well known New Mexico
Mrs. W. H. Hahn and lille daughter bankers, and they were in attendance
went to Santa Fe this morning to on the funeral and burial. The de
spend a few days with Mrs. F. E.
was ,r5 years old and left a
Nudlng, who was formerly Miss Grace ceased
wife and five children to mourn his
Hahji, an elder daughter.
death. He was president of he ColoV. V. Strong, the well known car rado Bankers' Association,
and his
penter and contractor, has gone to fortune is put a nearly $2,"00,0u0. A
Denver on Important matters connect- short time ago he gave the Presbyed with the estate of his brother, terian denoniinat ln, of which he was
a'member, )20,ooo towards a new
Samuel Strong, deceased.
M. R. Wharrln, of
Geneva. Ohio, churc at Canon City.
has arrived in' the city and Intends
Buy a package of our reliable shoe
making Albuquerque his future homo.
:,c-what a big Improve
.Mr. Wharrln, who is a professional polishes, and
nurse, will be associated with Dr, ment a shine will make In the looks
of your shoes, 'besides keeping the
Hunter.
leather soft. Tan, chocolate, black or
The Brotherhood of Locomotive wnlte, Vic, 15c and 25c. C. May's
Fireman will give their anual dance shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
on Friday evening , March 16. From
the number of tickets sold it Is safe
ASK yOUR GROCER
FOR "ARto say that the affair will be a suc NOLD'S BEST."
VERY HIGHEST
cess in every way.
PATENT FLOUR.
The Citizen has received notice
that George Sponse and N. S. Rose TOE CUT.", AT RUPPE'S.
have formed a partnership for the
GARBAGE CANS. SEE WHITNEY
practice of law, with office at Estan
cia. The Citizen wishes the new law COMPANY.
firm success.
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
Deputy United States Marshal Fred
1
gone
I.
to bufaula.
Foruoff has
with Dr. Barton, who was wanted tXXXX)OOOOOOOOOOCXXXDOOOOD
contempt
of court. Barton
there for
USE
Barton's
was arrested at Estancla.
nctual offense to the court Is not
known here.
M. A. Otero and son
will be In Washington some time this
week, and then will go to New York
city, where they will remain until
April 5. On that day they will sail
from that port on their four months' exxxxxxxocoooooooexooocboo
European tour.
ATTENTION GENTLEMEN!
Mrs. Emma R. Neldig, supreme vice
your suit now for "Easter,"
Order
president of the Fraternal Brotlier
hood, is expected here Monday morn- and be well dressed. You know our
Best workmanship, latest
ing. March l'tth. from Ijos Angeles, reputation.
Eighteen
prices.
and that evening the local meniuers styles, and lowest
hundred new samples to select from.
will teder a big reception to the distinguished lady.
Nettleton Tailoring Agency
Hon. John C. Patterson left, this
114 South Third street.
morning, for his home at Marshall,
Mich., after a pleasant visit in the city
"ARNOLDS BEST- - HIGH PATENT
with his wife and son, Leo Patterson. FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
Mr. Patterson remained In Albuquerque three weeks, und found the cli- MUSCLE.
mate very much to his liking.
oocooocoaxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Mr. and Mrs. ft. A. Macpherson, acreStrong,
Mabel
USE
companied by Miss
turned last night from a ten days'
MacpherMrs.
visit to Denver, where
son and Miss Strong spent the time
In selecting the latter's trousseau,
whilo Mr. Macpherson looked after
the securing of hotel accommodationsof
for the Albuquerque delegation
m'n8 OOCOOCOCX3(OOC)OCOOCOOC)C)CC
Klks. who are to attend the
Elks
convention and grand lodge ofStrong
Miss
In that city in July.
engageand Charles White, whose
ment has recently been announced, in

Albuquerque, N.

M.

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Dlamonda, Watahes, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks. Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Subscribe for the Gtisen and Get the News

SP R INCt s u i t s

all the very new styles
and patterns of a season, which before Its
end, bids fair to eclipse all others In the
.
way of novelties
THE NEW SPRING SUIT In point of style Is
decidedly different from anything previously shown. Coats are cut full with the length 3
to four Inches longer than last season's garments. Pants are full hlped; Vests with or
without collar
THE NEW SPRING SUIT In point of color
Is decidedly grey,- different stripes; plaids
and combinations, but decidedly grey - BRINGING FORTH

Notice to Property Owners.
The law makes It the duty of every
person, firm or corporation owning
or having any Interest In real estate
or other property on the first day of
March, to see that such property Is
properly listed for taxation on the
assessment
rolls. Property returns
are now being received at the assessor's office, in the court house.
OEO, F. ALBRIGHT,
Assessor.
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"THE WORLD'S BEST."
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THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY!

I13-1I5-I-

APPRECIATE THE DISTINCTIVE

GRACE

OUR STEIN BLOCK NOBBY SUITS.
LONG LAPELS AND

ELEGANT

401-40- 3

Write for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements

THE BEST MANUFACTURED

GOLD COIN FLOUR
ASK MERCHANTS FOR IT

E.

BROAD

BETTER COME

'.T.

POST

ARE

"UNCLE JOHNNY."

THE

IN AND
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SHOVELS
H

SEE THEM

AR ROWS

CULTIVATORS
ROAD SCRAPERS
NOW

STUDEIiAICER

WAG ONS

PRICES ARE RIGHT.

IVES,
119

THE

LINE

OF

CARPENTERS' TOOLS
CORRUGATED IRON
BARBED WIRE
FENCE STAPLES

215 West Railroaa Ave.

'LP

I ST
AUCUiic

WEST 8ANTA F E
Auto Phone. 718.

FULL

BUILDERS'

HARDWARE

PLANT HARDY ROSES,
VINES, SHRUBS AND HONEYSUCKLESWE HAVE THEM.

L. WASHBURN CO.

A

IS THE TIME

TO

122
S. Second

RETAIL

P LOWS

HOES
RAKES

SHOULDERS

COMPANY

fc
HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

AND STYLE OF

TRIMMINGS

2

The largest stock west of Kansas City.

CO.
HARDWARE
McINTOSIISUCCESSORS
TO

FEATURES.

SUITS $12.50 TO $30.00

North First Street
South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
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FLOUR.

"BOOST."

.

0000000t00

TRY IT

IS A

119

CANNED

1

COIN FLOUR

THIS FLOUR HA8 BEEN SOLD
FOR TWENTY YEARS IN ALBUQUERQUE AND IS THE BEST SOFT
WHEAT FLOUR ON THE MARKET

"KNOCK"

Woet Cold

$10 to $30

vomits

SIMON OTERN

Transaction
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FLOUR.

X

FLINTKOTE PAINT

First and Marquette,

FTRSrr DISPLAY

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.
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GLASS-REDOORS
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Wh itman's Candies
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The Citizen, win tie united in marriage in the nar future.
United Plates Marshal C M. For-akDrill Deputies Marry Cooper and
J. M. Wllley have returned to the
marshal, himself, has been attending United States court at Santag
Fe. while the deputies have been serv-nlpapers at various places in the

Ras-nold-

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS

MONDAY,

P

ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW MEXICO

